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Ii\( I'KOLi U C'l ICw
'Ahat more can be addeci to the already ^jonderous mass of mailerial on
Henry James?
LeKoy Phillips's fine bibliography, published in IbSO, is no
longer complete. The extensive bibliograj^hy compiled by the eaitors
of the Qutline-Hisx.or.y of American Literature , which contains more
than a himdred references to scholarly bibliographies, biographies
and critical estimates of James, is not exiiaustive. It omits, for
example, F,0. Aiatthiessen's recent valuable publications. The Hote-
Books of Henry Jaciss and The James Family . Many of these works were
written by such authors, scholars and critics as Edmuna Gosse, Ezra
Pound, Joseph Conrad, Edith Vvharton, Rebecca West, »Villiam Auden,
Brander Matthews, Carl Van Doren and Frank Swinnerton.
Most of them treated special phases of James's v/ork; Joseph
Warren B^ach, in 1918, described The Method of Henry James , in-
cluding in his appraisal Idea, Picture, Revelation, Suspense, Point
of View, Dialogue, Drama, Lliminations , Tone, Romance, and Ethics;
Cornelia Falsifer Kelley wrote The Early DevelOt^ment of Henry Jamas
in I9o0, which covered his worn up to The Portrait of a Lady , and
matthiessen's The mayor Phase discussed his last great works. The
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Airibassadors , The Win^s of the Dove , The Golden Bowl , and the fourth un-
finished volume. The Ivory Tower ; Stephen Spender’s The Destructive
Element in 1236 was written to interpret James to the mouern reader
j
Edmund Wilson and Ivor Y/inters explored his obscurity and ambiguity
through the ej^es of the psychologist and moralist j Edel Leon v/rote of
The Exile of Henry James in 125Ej and E.L. Forbes wrote A Study of
the Effect of Henry James’s Theatrical Experience on His Later Novels .
There have been several short critical essays written as prefaces
to his novels or short stories, in anthologies or collections, by
Philip Kahv, Clifton Fadiman and Edw-ard Weeks,
Yet there has never been a definitive biography of Henry James,
Percy Lubbock spoke truly when he said in his introduction to The
Letters of Henry James
;
"ViJien Henry James wrote the reminiscences of his youth he shev/ed
conclusively, v/hat indeed coiELd be doubtful to none who knev/ him, that
it would be impossible for anyone else to write his life,"
When he proceeds in the face of these formidable woras, the
would-be biographer of James is virtually asking to be called pre-
sumptuous and conceited. There are obvious difficulties in writing
such a life as his, James was not a nk.n of action, but a man of thought.
Neither was he a colorful personality—anecdotes did not naturally
grow up about him. He had no great romance, performed no feats of
valor. During tne greater part of his life he was not even a success-
ful author. His development as a great man is mental, observable
in his writings, but not apparent in the external facts oi his life.
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lation to his contemporaries in The Flovv'erxn^ of New hnglana ana Nev/
England Inaian Sinnflier « has attempted in The Pilgrimage of Henry James
to write a sort of mental biography, incluaing a superficial glimpse
of the evenis of his life. <;hiie his volume is readable ana clever,
his view of James as a talented author who mistakenly, almost path-
etically, abandoned the proper source of his subject matter when he
made the aecision to live in Europe, and who lost sight of numan
values in his absorption with stjle (during the period, which matthiessen
considers his greatest), colors nis narrative so that one must go to
some less prejudiced critic to counteract this partial view.
James himself, in his prefaces to the Nev/ fork Edition of his
works (later collected and edioed by R. ?. Blackmur in The Art of
x,he Novel in 1&54), his masterly essay. The Art of Fiction , his two
autobiographies, A Small Boy and Others and Notes of a Son and
Brother , wnich cover his life from l&4o to 1869, and the two-volume
eaition of his letters, edited by Percy Lubbock, has given us a his-
tory of his life and theories of art.
However, -what casual reader of a James novel, to Increase his
understanaing, appreciation and, above all, pure enjoyment of the
book, will go to these sources of enlighteriment? They are frequent-
ly difficult to oi^tain and time-consimiing, and the average reader
is rarely interested enough uo investigate tnem. Yet, for one v/ho
reaas for pleasure, not oecause he is studying the history of me
novel or must wTice a resec.rch pdper or is of a scholarly, probing
turn of luind, some bacmgrouiid of tnis sort is necessary if he is to
I
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aerive complete satisfaction of the V7ork, Otherftse, it may seem dull,
obscure, ambiguous. The reader becomes exasperated with v/hat he con-
siders the tortuous method of expression, the apparent evasions, the
use of indirection, the absorption with the seemingly^ trivial subtle-
ties of life axiU tnought.
James’s detractors have been many ana vociferous, aven wnile
admitting his genius (as in the case of Van wyck Brooks) they claim
ohat "he, and nence his work, is rootless, They insist that his
subject matter is limitea and subordinated to his form, that he was
a snob, that he snrank from honest passion, that his style obscures
his meaning, I have heard it remarked that James could use three
pages to describe the lift of an eyebrow, B, V. Crawfora, who con-
tributed the o-rticle on James in the Outline-History of American
Literature , describes nis deficiencies taus:
"His orderly, sheltered, celibate, monotonously blameless life
had denied him enricning experiences. His almost complete ignorance
I
of business; still worse, his lack of any' understanaing of tne per-
]
petual ana rutnless straggle for mere existence which absorbs the
attention of a large part of the human race; his chilliness in the
treatment of the sex passion; these are rualifications of his claim
to supreixie rank as a fiction writer,"
Clifton Faaim.an replies to this ancient dogma that "an artist
must suffer to be great" in his introduction bo his collection of
James ’ s snort stories when he says
:
"Nothing happened to him except everything, every'tning that he
coula observe, rel.-ite, weigh, judge. These uiscrimiiiu.tions produced
* The Short Stories of Henr.y J^mes ; seiectea and edited by Clifton
Faaiman. Random House, Introuuction, p,xi.
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an incalculable aiBount of life, an entire j^o^julation of hoMaii beings,
a vi/orld of connections. And they were continually subjected to con-
trol, to a proper and hariconious ordering. Experience assumes meaning
when the proper form for its expression is found—and only then, -Thus
the life of Henry James became identical with the search for and the
discovery of the proper form. It became a work of art,.,Froin the point
of view of the typical hero of our time, the success-monger, James
hardly lived at all. From another point of view, he livea a life so
full, BO passionate, so aware, that in comparison the careers of the
success-men seem anemic and withered.” *
James was not familiar with business, with the struggle for ex-
istence, it is truej but he aid not even attempt to deal with the
workaday world, so ho'w does this lack affect his writing? Theodore
Dreiser did not write of the international situation; does this fact
limit his stature as a novelist? If we are to criticise an author,
we must accept his "stccrting point;" if we are not willing to do this,
we must in fairness leave him alone. Neither dia he dwell on bru-
tality, violence, or elemental emotion; but if these are requisites
of great literature, let us turn from James to Erskine Caldt?6ll,
John Steinbeck, or Ernest Kemingv/ay.
If one deplores his choice of scene and expatriation, one would
make him other than he is; to deprive him of his setting is to de-
prive him of his imiqueness. He defended his subject matter by ex-
plaining that he was free to choose no other "experience from which
ideas and themes and suggestions spring; this proves ever what it has
had to be, this is one with the very turn one's life nas taken; so
that, wnatever it 'gives, ' whatever it makes us feel and think of.
^ Ibid. Introduction, pp. ix—x.
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' V7e regard very much as imposed and inevitable. The subject thus pressed
j
upon the artist is the necessity of his case and the fruit of his con-
sc-LOUsnessj which truth has ever made of any :iUarrei with his subject,
I




James had an enormous influence u.->on the worla of letters, and
j
the critical appreciation he has today is not new; nevertheless,
his public pOj-ularity has always been limitea. Only Daisy Miller
I
and The Portrait of a Lady won him applause in his own time, and
even toaay ne is not as wiaely read as he deserves. This may be be-
i cause most of us are remote from the type of world he depicteu; we
are prone to like -what is famxlicr to us. More probably it is because
James is considered "difficult;'' he demands that we read him atten-
tively, that we concentrate upon what he has to say. James's critics,
!
1 by their emphasis on his superbly artistic style, his expert crafts-
manship, inadvertenuly turn us away with the feeling that we shall
I
I
not find a good "story," or interesting characters, or dramatic situa-
tions, which make a novel eniertc-ining. nut all these James can give
us, and more, if we are willing to appreciate sjTiipathetically iiis
habit of mind.
The purpose of uhis tnesis is, by aiscussing the times in which
he lived, his family backgroona and cosmopolitan education, nis place
in literature and personal artistic meohod, to proviae an introduction
to Henry James which will help the rei:.der to approach James in a re-
ceptive frame of mind, and assist nim to find the personal meaning
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th;:. v/okld of hfnry j..MjiS *>
In 1843 John C, Calhoun, Secretary of State to John Ty-
ler, v/as negotiating a treaty for the annexation of Texas, In
' the same year, "Fifty-four forty or fighti" resounded from th(
I
j
northernmost border of the Oregon territory. Immigrants
from England, Ireland, and Germany v/ere pouring into the
East, v/hile a steady stream of migrants flocked westv/ard, al-
though it was to be five years before gold v/as discovered in
California. The country was expanding, yet simultaneously
contracting, for steamboats, canals and railroads drew it
to ether, and in 1843 the first practicable telegraph line
v/as constructed. The McCormick reaper was beginning to be
manufactured in small quantities, coffee was becoming the
national drink, and accurate likenesses of many of the Cit-
izenry were being recorded for posterity in daguerro types
.
In 1843 Nathaniel Parker Vvillis became editor of the New Mir
ror , and Fourier’s Phalanxes were springing up all over the
nation. Coal was replacing v/ood as a fuel, the rocking
chair v;as becoming popular, bells were appearing on urban
doors, taking the place of knockers. 1843 was a year of
invention, of change, of grov/th, and into it was born, on
April 15, Henry James, Jr.
-«-For the historical facts in this chapter I am Indebted to
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Vvhen we look back upon another generation, parti-
cularities merge into a generalized picture v/ith certain out-
standing characteristics. Minute daily happenings, localized
habits, new patents, minor technical improvements, current cus-
toms, fashions, prevailing Ideas, are gathered, sifted, chan-
neled into "trends," analyzed, and sometimes colored by time,
until a well-defined portrait of an era emerges. And the
finished picture, viewed in a clear light from a little dis-
tance, is probably accurate, although necessarily partial.
In such a picture, the figure of the younger Henry
James is an anomaly. He v/as both ahead of his time and behind
it. He was too big for his country--the United States of the
19th Century--and simultaneously too small for it. Yet it
v/as probably because of this paradox that he v/as able to make
his unique contribution to his age.
What were those outstanding characteristics of the
v/orld of Henry James? Vvhat were the foremost trends, the
vital events? In particular, what do we need to know of
those years to better understand the James v^orks?
A brief backward glance shows us at once the great
physical fact of the century: the Civil War. But the cata-
clysmic conflict betvreen the states need not be rehearsed here,
for the twenty-year-old Henry, because of a still-mysterious in-
jury to his leg which prevented his direct participation, ex-
perienced it only vicariously, through his brothers Wllky and
Robertson.
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The far-reaching results of the war--the v/estward
expansion, the industrial boom, the rapid growth of transpor-
tation facilities, the increase in population, the amassing of
huge fortunes almost ovemight--these too are apparent to a
cursory glance behind us. Yet James was detached from them--
they had their effect upon him, but it was a negative one, as
we shall see later.
Did he, then live totally apart from the world about
him, isolated in an ivory tower? And if he was merely a dis-
interested bystander, why would an appreciation of his sur-
roundings lead to an appreciation of his novels? The answer
is that his v/as not an inactive life, for he felt that "...One
V7ay of taking life was to go in for everything and everyone,
v/hich kept you abundantly occupied, and the other way was to
be as occupied, quite as occupied, just with the sense and
image of it all, and on only a. fifth of the actual Immersion:
a circumstance extremely st range.
A
vicarious experience
to James v/as as real and strongly felt as an actual one; per-
haps more so. His active imagination, his keen sensitivity
made him perceive and realize far more than the ordinary man;
he not only saw a circumstance stralght-on, he looked beneath
and above it and on all sidescfit. I have heard it said that
•^'Henr:;' James: A Smal l Boy and Others . New York, Charles JScrib-
ner' s Sons, 1913. p. 290
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we are only free when we are imprisoned; when we are deprived
of freedom of action, of the necessity of making our own
day-to-day decisions, we are released to make full use of the
pov/ers of the mind. In this sense James’ poor health freed
him; by limiting his physical experience, it enlarged his
mental activity, which was incredibly acute.
It was not the great, the challenging events of the
century which attracted his sharp attention, however, but
their reaction upon the people he knew. And the people he
knew were not the people Mark Tv/ain, or Bret Harte, or Edward
Eggleston knew. They were not miners, or steamboat captains,
or pioneers, or frontiersmen. Neither were they members of the
haute monde of the time, the newly prominent G-oulds, Astors, or
Vanderbilts. His friends were the men of literature, the edu-
cators, the statesmen--Wllllam Dean Howells and Charles Eliot
Norton and James Russell Lowell. But if his world brushed
another, it was that of the nouveaux riches--those who had
made their fortunes during the post-war prosperity and were
now seeking education and culture wherever they could find it.
Frequently they found it abroad, and there formed what, for our
purposes, might be called a unique class--The American Tourist.
They were an arrogant group, untutored in the way of
art, of music or literature, confident and proud of their great
country, their money and themseles, yet sensing somehow a lack
in the very things from which they derived the most satisfaction
f
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they seemed bold, and were shy; they seemed assured, and were
naive; they bragged, and secretly admired. They sought culture
not knowing exactly what it might consist of, but sensing that
it was somehow Involved with the antiquities of the civiliza-
tion across the sea. Van Wyck Brooks said that "•..James felt*
uneasy, as everyone is bound to feel who cannot believe that
his country possesses a standard. He may have felt that
Americans were morally better than Europeans, but in other
respects he felt that his country was 'negative *... "-si* It is
doubtful if his fellow travelers fully realized their need for
a standard, and if they had they would have been too inarticu-
late or embarrassed to express it, but it is certain that they
did feel uneasy, for the search continued.
What ,then, did this progressive, exciting, optimistic
land lack that decadent, conservative, fatigued old Europe had?
Surely, we were more moral than they. The chaperon
still existed, but our women were more free because our men
were more chivalrous. Americans married young, worked hard
and were true to their mates. Churchgoing was universally
observed, and theatres did not open their doors on the Sabbath.
But these industrious, democratic people lacked manners. In
the year of James' birth, tobacco-chewing and spitting were
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widely practiced, the knife was a far more popular Implement
than the fork, and food was consume- quickly and silently.
Dining was a necessary business, enjoyed for its own sake,
not as a social function. Gentlemen and ladies bathed once
weekly, and dirty linen was not uncommon on the most pros-
perous of men. But what they lacked, sartorially, their wives
supplied doubly, for the urban American woman was the most
overdressed in the v:orld. The debutante of 1843 (if such
existed) was indistinguishable from her shop-girl cousin as
they passed one another on the street, for each was dressed in
the height of London or Paris fashion. They met at one of the
numerous Lyceum lectures on equally gaudy terms, and neither
minded, for here was American democracy. There was no so-
called aristocracy except such as the old Knickerbockers or
Bostonians claimed, no titled gentry. Snobblsm hardly existed.
But with the growth of cities, and the simultaneous
growth of individual wealth, such conditions do not long obtain.
A "Society" must inevitably develop. And in such a country as
this was, where only the Indians could claim native descent for
more than a very few generations, that "society" had neces-
sarily to be based on wealth. It was acquired, not inherited
wealth, and in most cases suddenly acquired. And, like a
child* s new toy, it was displayed. The more the new wealth
was in evidence, the higher the new social position.
So the rich began to build mansions. Howells 's
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Silas Lapham, so typical of the new man of property, said to
Corey: "Yes, sir, give an architect money enough, and he’ll
give you a nice house every time." The beautiful, functional
simplicity of the Colonial home began to be replaced by the
architectural artificialities of the old world--the Greek, the
Gothic, the ornate Italian--soraetimes all three at once. The
tycoons vied with one another for elaborate structures, and
American taste grew resultlngly worse, until in the 1870 's
such artistic monstrosities as Jay Cooke’s 72-room "Ogontz,"
Bayard Taylor’s Italian villa, and F.E. Church’s astounding
Persian-type palace on the Hudson were typical of rich men’s
residences. The Interiors were not less decorated: colorfully
patterned carpets competed with rlchly-hued wallpapers; lavish
glass chandeliers hung from high ceilings; lampshades were
fringed; sofas and chairs were tufted plush or satin; porcelain
figurines and what-nots were imported in quantities; wood-work
was Intricately carved; artificial flowers stood under glass
domes. Even the poor followed the fashion, for building costs
were low, and thousands of "gingerbread" houses appeared,
looking like so many monstrous wedding cakes. England's
Victorian age was in full flower; and uncertain Americans
slavishly aped her modes.
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The artistic situation was not less deplorable than
that of architecture. There were no more Benjamin Wests,
J.S. Copleys, or Gilbert Stuarts, and at the time of James*
birth the popular painters were the portraitists, although the
new daguerreotypes were supplanting them in popularity. But
these painters, as well as the few outstanding landscape
artists of the "Hudson River School," were forced either to
teach themselves or journey to Europe for their training. And
when they returned, they found no critical authority to judge
their work; popular acceptance had to be their goal, and since
the reign of Andrew Jackson, it was the consensus that one
man’s opinion was as good as another's. As a result, their
work was frequently sentimental and "pretty". People liked
pictures which "told a story," and illustrations of the
Scriptures were popular. Copies of Emanuel Leutze’s "Columbus
Before the Council of Salamanca" were sold by the thousands in
1841. And until after the Civil War there was not a respec-
table art gallery in the country.
An encouraging sign, however, was the growing demand
for European painting and sculpture. August Belmont, A.T.
Stewart and William T. Blodgett were paying tremendous sums
for accredited foreign works. Travels through French, English
and Italian galleries brought many to the realization that here
was beauty--and a sound investment--to be had. And over a
period of time we were beginning to develop a native talent
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of our own, partly fostered by the two schools of art then ex-
tant, Philadelphia's Academy of Pine Arts and New York's
National Academy of Design which had been established in 1828.
Winslow Homer became the foremost military artist of the
country; George Inness and William Morris Hunt were becoming
internationally famous. James McNeill Whistler, like John La
Farge, John Singer Sargent, Mary Cassatt and so many others,
was studying abroad. In 1875 Charles Eliot Norton occupied the
newly created chair of art at Harvard, and the following year
the Museum of Pine Arts opened in Boston, preceded seven years
earlier by the Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington. Even
William James was studying for a career as an artist.
In 1843 the theatre was still held in disrepute. The
strict morality inherited from the Colonial period did not
permit the well-bred of the time to enter this profession with-
out loss of reputation. However, stock companies were begin-
ning to earn substantial sums in the cities, and stars from
Europe, particularly England, found that they could enlarge
their fortunes and renown by touring the United States. Their
plays, too, were imported, for there was little playwriting in
America, except in the field of comedy, which was slapstick
and frequently vulgar. Oh, there were a few romantic verse
tragedies and comedies--''The Broker of Bogata" by Robert
Montgomery Bird, v/as played by Edwin Forrest for thirty years,
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years after its Introduction in 1832. Plays dealing with the
aspirations of American social climbers had a vogue--"Nature '
s
Nobleman" in 1851, Mrs. Bateman’s "Self," E. G. Wilkins'*
"Young New York," Cornelius Matthers" "False Pretenses, or
Both Sides of Good Society" in 1856, and notably Anna Cora
Mowatt Ritchie’s "Fashion" in 1850 were popular with the very
people they satirized. But the classics were most in evidence,
and Shakespeare was relatively more popular in the Great V/hite
Way than he is today. The American plays which were modeled on
classic examples were liked, and romantic plays were frequently
laid in far-off countries, as George Henry Boker’s "Francesca
da Rimini." Audiences liked to watch stars, even then, and
Edwin Forrest was the greatest. Charlotte Cushman was a
leading actress, and six years after Henry’s birth the famous
Edwin Booth appeared at the Boston Museum. Shortly thereafter
the dramatization of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" brought the theatre
new prestige. Singers and dancers were drawing crowds to
theatres, too— in 1843 the Viennese dancer, Fanny Elssler, had
just concluded a successful three years in this country, and
in 1850 P. T. Bamum brought lovely Jenny Lind to the American
concert hall.
It was after the war that the theatre really boomed.
Such names as Modjeska, Joseph Jefferson and Mary Anderson
illuminated theatrical placards. The drama was becoming more
realistic, as was the typically American literature of the
in
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time. Mark Twain’s "The Gilded Age" was dramatized in 1874,
in 1875 W. J. Florence starred in Wolf’s "The Almighty Dollar,"
and Bronson Howard and Dion Bouclcault were contributing a
peculiarly American form of drama. Bouclcault both wrote and
acted in "The Octoroon," which dealt with the problem of
slavery in 1859, He also dramatized a few outstanding English
novels, "The Cricket on the Hearth," "Nicholas Nlckleby, " "The
Heart of Midlothian." Steele MacKaye, who had also, inciden-
tally, studied art under William Hunt, brought a new natural-
ness and simplicity to acting in his domestic drama of the late
seventies, "Hazel Klrke," and founded and conducted four
schools of acting, notably the Lyceum Theatre School in New
york in 1884. Joseph Jefferson’s "Rip Van Winkle" was the great
est hit of all. The "star system" was developing almost to
the exclusion of the old stock companies, although Wallack’s
in New York and Mrs, John Drew’s in Philadelphia still flourish-
ed. Young John Drew v/as rising to fame, and the Drew-Barrymore
dynasty began.
Although American culture was chiefly in the hands
of women, the current magazines and newspapers (except for
Godey’s Lady’s Book ) were designed for the masculine population,
stimulated by Hoe’s revolutionary rotary press in 1846. In
1841 Horace Greeley had founded the Tribune , and the Sun , the
Herald and the Time s were widely read early in the century.
The North Ame ri can Review , founded as early as 1815, was long
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the best magazine in the country. The Transcendentallst organ.
The Dial , existed from 1840 to 1844. The Atlantic Monthly
appeared in 1867, and Harper* s Magazine in 1850. In the
seventies the Popular Science Monthly brought new developments
in the field to the masses. Religion and thrilling stories
were blended in Hearth and Home at about the same time.
Periodicals, Indeed, supplied most of the literature of the
time to the vast majority of Americans.
Ours was not a reading public, and perhaps this state
can be attributed to the educational facilities of the time.
Public primary education was required in only two states at the
time of James’ birth--Massachusetts and Nev; York, although this
was the period of Horace Mann’s pioneering in the field of
secondary education. The well-to-do usually sent their
children to private schools, or hired tutors. Although higher
learning could be found in the East, at Harvard, Yale, Dart-
mouth, or Brown, it was usually desirable to go abroad for a
well-rounded training. Professional education was almost en-
tirely acquired by appreticeshlp. Medical and law schools,
v/here they existed, were ill-equipped and ill-staffed, but
training for the ministry co^^ld be had at any of several
denominational colleges.
After the war great strides v/ere abruptly made in
the field of education. Six great college presidents ap-
peared on the scene: White of Cornell ( 1867) ; James McCosh of
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of Princeton (1868); Noah Porter of Yale (1871); James B. Angell
of Michigan (1871); Daniel Colt Gilman of the new Johns Hopkins
(1876); and Charles W, Eliot of Harvard (1869). Previously
college courses had been exactly prescribed--Greek, Latin, a
[little Hebrew and science, and theology were the basis of the
curriculum. Now the elective system was adopted; by 1875 senior
at Harvard had only one prescribed course and juniors only three
The Harvard Law School, under C. C. Langdell( 1869) developed the
"case method" of studying law. Instead of forcing students to
memorize legal principles by rote, and the period of study was
extended beyond the one-year minimum. New courses were Inaugu-
rated--languages and sciences became popular. The facilities
of medical schools were tremendously enlarged.
In the West, education was re-created by the Morrill
Act of 1862, and coeducation was not uncommon in land-grant
colleges. And pervading the teaching of youth throughout the
nation was a theory expressed in a volume published in 1859,
but not seriously considered until the turmoil of war had
ceased, the "Origin of the Species," by Charles Darwin. It
w^as to have a greater effect on the literature and science of
the age than any of the currently publicized events--even the
war Itself.
Henry James had been born into a changing world.
Prom his birth until the publication of his Portrait of a Lady
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rich were thronging Into Pike's Opera House and the classical
concerts of Theodore Thomas. They were building brown- stone
houses on Fifth Avenue and watching the Parisian ballet at i. -
Niblo's Theatre. They were shopping at the huge department
stores of A. T. Stewart, John ¥/anamaker and K.H.Macy, with their
new plate-glass windows. They frequented the "concert-saloons"
called the Louvre and the Olympic, v/hile their brothers flocked
to their Chatham Street and Bowery counterparts, and stopped at
i
one of the thousands of rathskellers on the way home. The new
society hurried to Newport or Saratoga in the summer, and those
I
who remained spent their holidays at Coney Island. The bustle
replaced the hoop, and steel replaced wrought iron in building
construction. Men now wore ready-made clothes, and the first
trans-Atlantic cable was laid. Wine was served only on cere-
monial occasions, though Pabst, Best and Schlitz made profits
|
in Milwaukee. Ulysses S. Grant was inaugurated as the 18th
President, and in the same year the first professional baseball
j
team was formed. The telephone and typewriter were Invented in
the United States; and Henry James sailed for England.
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THE. aDHCaTXOH OF HFHRX Jhuxt^
I
In 1906 Henry James wrote to William James’s daughter Imrgaret;
I
"Your i^oor old uncle groans with shame v;hen he bethirhcs himself
of the scant ana miserciDie education, and educative opportunity , ha
! had (compared with) his magnificent moaern niece. No one took any
I interest whatever in his development, except to neglect or snub it
where it might have helped—and any that he was ever to have he picked
' up wholly by himself." *
Seeing these words detacnsd from context, knowing nothing of
the James family, the reaaer might infer that their author vfas another
!
illustraLion of the Horatio Alger story—the traditional American
I saga of the rise of the ambitious boy from rags to riches, from ob-
I
, scurity to fame. He might picture him reading a book (for which he
j
had walked miles through a blinding blizzard) by the feeble light of
i
a flickering candle, fearful only of the tread of his father's foot-
! steps. He might, see him courageous in the face of opposition, stal-
^ wart despite the protests of ignorant and inaifferent parents, strug-
j
giing valiantly cnv»ara in his quest for ktiowiedge and renown. For
I
it is that sort of battle with aaversity which the woras imply—
a
i
dogged search for leariiing, ultimately and triumphantly successful.
* The Letters of Heiiry James ; eaited by Percy Lubbock. New York,
j
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Such an inference ie , of course, exaggeratsa suci absurd, but hardly
more so than the implication in James’s ov.-n words. Too, it points up
by contrast the begirniings of the James career—for he was, indeed, the
reverse of the Horatuo Alger hero. He never knew material privation,
nor suffered from lack of family sympathy. Why, then, this apparently
petulant reference to his "scant ana miserable euucation"?
We must, I think, believe that he meant his formal schooling,
v/hich was varied and haphazard; no sooner were he and William estab-
lished in one school than they were moved to another. Their liberal
and indulgent father seemed to want to give them as broad a scholastic
education as possible, so broad tnat no p<u.rticular phase of it Wa.s
able to take root xn the minus of the impressionable youths. As a
result, ho'wever, instead of being only superficially educated, Henry's
imagination was fostered by his ever-changing environment; he was
at liberty virtually to educate himself, to "dawdle and gape"* at
v/ill, to store up an abundance of impressions, Lo aevelop precocious
aiscriiiiinauion. .
This extremexy uimiethodical and inconsistent course of instruc-
1 .
tion was part of his father's plan to permit nis very "educable"
sons to derive their o',vn values from it; he cared only that they
acquire virtue, and care more for the human than tne literal, the
material aspects of life; virtue was to him infinitely more valuable
than "success," a wora he never mentionea to his children. He con-
* Henry James: A Small Boy and Others . New York, Charles Scribner's Sons,
1113. p. 25.
1. Ibid. p. 217.
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sidered that the purpose of education, by which he meant the aggregate
of every contact, impression, and experience they should have, was to
instill goodness, and not a particular art or craft. His father did
not, it is true, take "any interest whatever in his development .
"
if that word implies a growtn into a standard pattern, a set mold;
and thus mere attenaance at school played a relatively small part in
the education of Henry James.
The process began, as it does with most children, at home.
Most children, hov«ever, are not born into such a home as his; and the
difference was the nature of the James family, .such a company of
chu.racters and such a picture of differences, and withal so fused and
united and interlocked . . . "*
Henry James the elder was of Irish descent, his father, Hilliam
James, having come to Hevf York from Coiinty Cavan shortly after the
Revolutionary War. It v?as he who founded the fortune which enabled
his many descendants to live, "never guilty of a stroke of business."
His mother's grandfather, Hugh Walsh, had come from County Down in
1764, and another ancestor had arrived at about the same time from
Scotland. Only his father's mother, Catherine Barber, was of English
blood, and her family had lived in America for two generations.
His father, though never formally ordained as a minister, was
a man of God. He was motivated by an ideal, in the words of uiiliam,
2 .
of "the true relation between maiikind and its Creator." Although
'^Op . Clt . p. 2
1. Ibid. p.l£0
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his own thinking and writing were originc*! anu unconventional, as a
philosopher he was primarily a disciple of Swedenborg. Despite the
admiration with which his ideas and publications v/ere met, they never
achieved wraespread popularity; indeed, even his second son did not
understand his writings as well as aid William, whose mind was more
akin to his father’s. Their intellectual differences, however, did
not affect tne devotion—nor, more importantly, the understanding
—
between them, and when Henry wi*ote of his father there was as much
affection as reverence in his words.
Tne elder James did not hold himself aloof from his chiloren;
indeed, he was unusually close to them. Ke took them about, told them
sLories—stories that pointed a moral principle, perhaps, but one
so subtly v/oven into the anecdote that he did not seem to preach.
They visited friends together, Henry shy and still by his father’s
side, seldom speaking, always listening. Occasionally they strolled
along Fifth Avenue together (his father's walks were limited through
an injury received in boyhood which caused him to lose a leg; an
injury which paralleled a less-serious one receiveo by Henry before
the Civil »Var, in that tney both occurred in fires), al7;ays pausing
to examine tne briliiantly-colored thec^trical posters at the corner
of Ninth Street. They atuenaed i-zir, Barnuui's ‘'lecuure-room" at the
Great Ajiierican istuseum, where the circus-like poscers disavo'wea tne
solemn ultie of une exhibition. They ha'anted favorite bookstores,
eagerly ruiruiiaging through new piles of maga;iines and books from Eng-
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of all, there w^s the tneatre. During his early >uuth, and later in
' Paris, Dhis v/as Henry's greatest joy, and his father and mother, also
I interested in the drama, fortunately felt tnat what was good enough
I for them was gooa enough for Lheir chilaren. So the whole family
I attended frequently, and the little boy was as much at home amidst the
I lights of Broadway as is the average child in the family kitchen,
i Henry could hardly remember an inciaent in his childhood which was
j
not closely associated vvith the presence of his father, ana he cher-
!
ished his memories of him as those of a trussed friend, and pro-
i
tector, rather tnan as an austere and respected man of letters.
I
His father's deeply-felt philosophy could not help pervading
i
the atmosphere of the James home. He despised self-satisfied Chris-
I
tianity, conscious propriety, what he termed "flagrant morality
, "-^^more
than anything else. He hcid a fine faith in his fellow man, a faith
wnich was never shaken, simply because it always w'crked ( or perhaps
it always worked because it vfas never shaken). Above all he cared for
the "spiritual decency" of his childrenj he sought to Leach them a
revereiice for truth, which is one and unchanging and dependable,
and scorn for facts, which are many and vacillating. He permitted
them aLmost unlimited freedom—even their church-going was unregulated.
Although they frequently attended Trinity Church on the Sabbath, the
children were free to visit any place of worship in the city of
1 .
New York, or none at all. -;hat Henry terms their "pewless state"-;,-was,
•>«James:
^ Small Boy and Otners . p. 66.
1. Ibid., p. 254
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if an^^-thing, a source of eisbarrassment to him; if he had religious in-
struction in abundance from his father, he still sought information
as to where they '’wenf'j to which that wise man replied that "there
was no cojiiiDunion, even that of the Catholics, even that of the Jews,
even that of the Swedenborgians, from which we need find ourselves
excluded," * Henry's religious educ&tion was, then, like his worldly
schooling, calculated by his father to give him the utmost breadth of
choice j a liberty vdiich, however, vi?as controlled by the far-seeing
parent's confiaence in the conscience of his son—a trust which the
boy never violated.
Henry James, £r., was surely the dominating force in the home
which was the source and foundation of the education of Henry James,
Jr. But what of mary, his wife, of whom Henry wTote so little—and
yet, in a few words, so j.iuch? In an era when Lucretia Mott, Margaret
Fuller &nd Flizabeth Cady Stanton were leading their sex in a war to
abolish political ana economic discrimination against them (the first
Vvoman's Rights Convention was hela in Hew York five years after Henry's
birth), larj James was singularly detacned from the controversy, Al-
though beoter-educated than the majority of her contemporaries, and
removed from the necessity of earning her living, she v;as not unin-
terested iii uhe campaign because of selfishiiess or indolence. It
.as simply that she lived in and for her family, and the idea of
actively participating in a political issue, of militantly championing
a cause, probably never occurred to her. Creating and maintaining
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a well-orderea, iiaraonious household v/as to her of more ijiiportance than
winning the ballot; she knevv her vocation, and lulfilleu la. vrnat
need had she of emancipation? Vshat need to assert her '’individuality”?
She had submerged hers iii her husband's when she became his wife, and
given of her personality to each of her four criildren. Yet her ab-
solute selflessness and devotion to her husband and children was an
active quality; one upon 'which they ail dej^ended. She seemed oo araw
her life from the group about her, and in turn they rested upon the
quiet support of her presence and self-effacmg service with all of
Lheir v^sight. Her children could talk freely to her, and she met them
on their own level. Her husband could read her his "papers," and
draw encouragement from her intelligent, understanding listening.
Vslien she died in 18b2, however, her husband accepted his loss with
remarkable equaniinity, as proof of the efficacy of his phxlosop^hy;
but within a fev; montns his lack of iiiterest in living became apparent,
when he consciously refused to continue without has wife. It v/as as
if half of him had aied with her, and now he, himself, permitted
the other half to die, too.
The younger chiluren, Alice, Robertson ana Wilkinson, could not
be said to have play^ea an active part in the education of therr
brother Henry, although auring his youth he livea largely in the out-
going experiences of the good-natured Wilky, as he vms to ao later
wnen he vvas unable to follow him to v/ar, although Wilky lacked the
genius which characterized his elder brothers, he possessed a talent
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friends. He was anxious oo share these friends vvith his faiuily, a
generosity appreciated particularly by Henry, v/ho was unable to grasp
life and companionship with the eagerness and directness of his brother.
During their youth Wilkinson, only a little younger than Henry, was
closer uo him than any of the James chxldren, even William.
Henry conceivea of the latter as a superior being, who held a
position in his cnildhood world which he could never attain. He wrote
of him that, "...he had gained such an advance of me in his sixteen
months’ experience of the world before mine began that 1 never for
all the time of childhooa and youth in the least caught up with him
or overtook him. He was always rouna the corner and out of sight,
coming back into view but at his hours of extremest ease. We were
never in the same schoolroom, in the same game, scarce even in step
together or in the same phase at the same time; when our phases over-
lapped, that is, it was only for a moment—he was clean out before
I hu-d got well in."-^ The mutual esteem which brought the brothers
close together did not come until later years, and the death of
tf^illiara in 1510 was one of the hardest blows Henr;v had to bear.
This, then, was the "company of characters" which peopled
the scene of his youth—and if he did not reflect upon his irmaediate
faraily as the Dramatis Personae , surely he looked upon the world about
him as a vast setting for the drama of life. His ap^jetifee for the
theatre—or ratner the arama, as a form—was nearly insatiable j and
he was <^ble, from his earliest years, fo find, or create, this "form"
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vijherever he went. Thus he en^uyed. going to church, not because he had
a mystical nature, but from "the love of the exhibition in general,
thanks to which figures, faces, fui^niture, sounds, smells and colours
tecame,..a positive little orgy of Lhe senses and riot of the mind";-^-
he enjoyed hotel surnmers, for he said, "...there, incomparably, vvas
the chance to dawdle and gape; there were human appearances in end-
less variety and on the exhibition stage of a piazza that my gape
nieasured almost as by miles; that the social scene so peopled would
1 .
pretty well always say more to me than anything else";*he enjoyed
"just to ^ somewhere—almost anywhere wouJ.d do—and somehow receive
an impression or an accession, feel a relation or a vibration. He
was 1/0 go Without many Lhings, ever sc many—as all persons do in whom
contemplation takes so much the jjlace of action; but everywhere, in
the years that came soon after, and that in fact continued long, in
the streets of great towns, in New York still for some txme, ana then
for a while in London, in Paris, in Geneva, wherever it might be,
he was to enjoy more than anything the so fi^r from showy practice
of wondering and dawdling and gaping; he 7;as really, I tiiink, much to
profit by it."
iVas ever a little boy more avjare? Did ever a child see more,
feel more, remember more of his surroundings? Hovf, then, coula Henry
James have been given greater "educative opportunity" than the free-
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dom to wander at will through "the streets of great towns," where he
received so many of those peculiarly' urban impressicus which were to
reappear in his writings? One might almost consiaer his classroom
studies interruptions in the vaster educational process; and what
a variety of interruptions there were I
his earliest years were governed by a succession of instructresses.
There tvss the plump Ivliss Daly, with her ruddy complexion, who rewarded
her pupils with thick slices of bread cind jam, and Miss Rogers with
her shiniiig black curls, tall and thin in her genteel blue dress. There
were Miss Sedgwick and Ivirs. Wright and the foreign ladies, the large
woman with sidebraids from Siberia, and the delicate Ivdle. Delavigne,
who represented France.
There was the Institution Vergnes, with its solidly "black"
interior, the French school where one studied the languages with
the children of the fashionable Hew York families, and the little,
black-haired Cubans and Mexicans. Ane there was Mr. Richard Jenks's
select resort for young gentlemen, which meant liberation from the
constant embarrassment of tutelage by women. Both of these schools
wrre located on Broadway, and the brothers James took uh^t sophis-
ticated thoroughfare for granted v^ith the unconscious aploDib of men
of the world, Ivlr. Jenks's school was follov/ea, in the winter of 1&04-
1655 by- the establishment of tne Messrs. Foresa and Quackenuoss,
which resembled a shop ana wnich consiaered its pupils assets in
a firm.
Perhaps it was the businesslike atmosphere of the latter school
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which led the elder Henry Jajiiee i:/0 put into elfect a aecisicn vvnicn
he must nave long considered, a decision v;hich was to have a tremendous
effect on the life of his secona son, A "sensuous education" was to him
of far more importance than an entirely "practiccil" one, and more and
more he came to believe that the former could not be found in the
United States. Therefore in 1856 the family removed to Europe, to
uiivestifeate at fii*st hand the famed bensfils of the schools in
Switzerland.
It WdS odd, then, in view of his parents' desire to educate his
_/ / ^
"senses," that Henry was sent to an bcoie Preparatoire aux Lcoles
Spe^ciaies, ’.<nxch was the Zurich Polytechnic School, Here he found
h::.mself studying mathematics and the sciences ajiiong future mining
and civil engineers, boys whose talents ana abilities were so far
different from his ovra that he felt himself humbled and embc^rrassed.
His experience here at the Institution Rochette, before he was finally
freed to join V<illiam at tne Academy, was a perioa of anguish. He
was iinable to approach a geometric problem v;ithout, actual terror;
physics and algebra were, ana were to remain t<- him, unfathomable
mysteries. Awed, he watched his schoolmates approach the memicing
blackboard with confidence, manipulc-te the maze of arcs and angles
and numerals with accuracy, and return unconcernedly to their seats
as if they had not accomplisned v/nat v/as, to him, a spectacular feat
of intelligence and insight. If he v/as able to follow their reasoning
as they workeu their problems before his eyes, when his own turn came
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became mysterious markings ^rxose meaning eluded him. He began to feel
almost guilty, as if he ought somehow to be other than he 7/aE, more
like these mathematically-minded schoolfellows whose example he could
not, try as he would, emulate. He tried terribly, but his temperament
prevented his competing with the others. He could not say, "Well,
if they can, I can too," and suit the action to the woras. Competition,
and its companion, Envj , were alike impossible to him; jealousy seemea
a sort of "spiritual snatching," of which ne was incapable. So he
struggled with science, ana failea, ana at lasb Vifas permittea to
abandon it. but despite those dreary and discouraging months, he
was able to v.Tite later:
"And yet I core it afterwards no m.i.lice—resorting again to that
early fatalistic philosophy of which the general sense was that al-
most anytning, however disagreeable, haa been worth while; so unable
was I to claim that it hadn't involved impressioiis .
"
He was happier at the Academy with William, where the atmosphere
was more ccngenicd to his tastes a.nd abilities. Ihe worla of French
literature was opened to him by a M. Toeppfer; Cicero and, more
plecxsantly, Virgil, were explored; he met the works of Schiller and
the great Goethe. He was free to attend whatever lectures he pre-
ferred, ana usea nis freeaom witn precocious aiscriminotion. but most
significantly his parents, possibly to atone for his recent imprison-
ment ii. the dungeon of science, allowed nim to roam at will, exploring
the Swiss city, devouring the feast of Genevan atmospnere. Most of
* Henry James: hotes of a Son and brother . We^. York. Charles Scribner's
Sons. 1914. p. o.
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all he was impressed by the "scale and solidity the ancient villas,
including tnt house in which the Jameses lived—tney seemed vast and
heav^ and ola and above all "deep," so deep tnat ever^tning he had
previously known seemed shallow by comparison. The tremendous depth
and age of the houses began to symbolize his developing feeling about
Europe itself—a sense of reverence and avie which he was still too
young to crj'Stallize into realization.
During his seventeenah year, Hejiry, again with Vvilliam, studied
at Bonn-am-Rhein, out Germany failed to stimulate him as had Paris
and Geneva. Perhaps it failed to give him the measure of Old '/'/orId
culture he had sought ana found elsewhere on the continent; or pos-
sibly he hu.d nis first, aliiiost unconscious, sense of the eternai Ger-
man he portrayed, nineteen years later, in A Bundle of Letters .
At any rate, he was vaguely uncomfortable, even distrustful, at Eonn-
arn-Rhein, and did not regret the brevity of his term there.
In 1660 Lhe family returned to America, and during the ensuing
year at Newport where Viiilliam stuuied art unuer William Hunt and John
La Farga, Lhe idea of whaL he wan lea to do at lasu begaxi to take
definite form in Henry's mind. He often spenc wnat he called "hours
of art" in Hunt's studio, and Lhe subtle gliinmering of a desire became
1 .
a "flagrant, unaLtexiuated aiin,"-ii The time he spent in La Barge's
rooms helped to confirm his new purpose, for in him he saw the per-
fect serenity vuiicn comes of having a fast hold on trutn—truth,
James; A Small Boy and PLhers . p, 269
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to the artist, being L-he security of xiaviiig nfhat he called "the supreme
artistic." La Farge seemed to him to have unassailable intellectual
and. spiritual strength; and an integrity, a sense of right which he
never for a moment rexinquished. It w?as tnis absolute serenity
which appeared to Henry to be the hallmark of the genuine artist;
and it was for this he began to strive.
But .«ith the formation of his ambition, Henry met the first
parental opposition he had so far encountered, and on startlingly
unorthodox grounds. So opposed v/as his father to "success," in and for
itself; so anxious was he thu.t his sons snould oe, above all, spiritual-
ly free and fine, that he considered the career of art as narrov?ing,
in its way, as commerce, business and industry . He made no ether sug-
gestions; he merely fought the possibility of limitations of any kind
being placed upon his sons.
So in the year Ibok-lbBS Henry, without formal preparation,
was enrolled at the Harvard Law School, where, as before, he felt him-
1 .
self a "singularly alien member" of his class. Here, as everjwfhere,
he felt tnat William, vvho had abandonea art for science, was far
in advance of him, and the thought contributed to his loneliness
.
Never a gregarious person, he had only three or four friends among
his classmates, and kiie'w Lhe rest only by name and reputation. Kis
view and remembr.-j.nce of t,he Cambridge scene was a generalized one;
* Henry James: Notes of a Son ana Brother . p. ICG.
1. Ibid., p. 1^0.
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what individual portraits he retained were parts of tne whole ijupression,
not singularly significant. The most vivid of these was that of Pro-
fessor F, J. Childs, head of the English dep-.rtment . Professor Childs,
humanist and humorist, was to him the personification of the best of
iunerica (but tne youth, already infected with the "European virus,"
still hungered for the Old World he had left more than twu years
before). The "New Enguand colour"-^^of the scene, the College library
wich Its "sparse bristle of aspiring granite," the morning lectures
at Dane Hall, the frequent theatre-trips to Boston, the ivied brick,
the atmosphere of already -hailovned tradition, the hours of writing
(on the hard sofa ixi nis rooms in 'Winthrop Square), remained at least
as clearly in his memory as the personalities of his dimly-seen com-
panions, so mddiy of them to die soon in the Civil War.
The end of his year at Harvard ntarked tne end of t-he formal
educatxon of Henry James. What practical knowledge he had s-cquired
had been subordinated to the "sensuous education" his father had de-
sired--"t,he aggregate of every ccntacu, impression and experience"
he should have. Later he was to realize his father's v/isdom.
* Op. cit., p. 346
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Henry James's earliest conscious remembrance was of Europe, He was
only two when his parents took him abroad for the first time, yet several
years later he astonished them by recalling "a great stately square,
surrounded with high-roofed houses and having in its centre a tall and
1.
glorious column." The New York or Albany of the raid-nineteenth cen-
tury did not offer such a sight as this; the view, which he remembered
framed by a carriage window, must have been the Place and the Colonne
VendOme. Thus early did Henry James awake to a perception of Paris,
2 .
his first "sense of Europe,"
b ,
Mile. Delavigne first represented to him "personal France."
She was one of a procession of governesses who tutored the young
brothers, '.Yilliam and Henry. She was young and gay, and so lightly
did she step that she seemed to be 7/alking on cloth-soled shoes. Her
eyes shone when she smiled, and she was, to Henry, a model for a Ga-
varni sketcn come to life. Instead of scolding, she laughed, ana the
small breaches of discipline which the other instructresses punished
were a source of amusement to her. She seemed not to have learned
1. Op. cit., James, A Siiiall Boy and Others , p,
^ . Ibid . , p . b^
.
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that life was a sombre and serious affair, ana tne little boys loved
her for it.
It was in the sumifier of lb54 that Heriry met young Louis de Coppet.
1.
Louis, ’’naturally and incorruptibly french,” eraphasiiied that ’’sense of
Europe" which had first taken root on the Rue de Castiglione, leading
t-o the Place Vendome, (It was Louis who first imputea to his eleven-
year-old companion the ability to vnrite, when he invited his collabo-
ration on a romance—a project which was never fulfilled.) Louis,
straight from a school on the lake of Geneva, possessed the polished
manners of European children, which were in striking contrast with
those of the pupils of iur. Jenks's select resort for young gentlemen.
2 .
l(That il‘ he pronounced "Iowa” ”Ee-o-wah”? So it had been pronounced
by the Jesuit Fathers who named it; Louis was ri£,ht, and we, really,
wrong. Louis's companionship, that summer, v/as excitixig to Henry.
"It was as if there had been a mild magic in that breath, however,
5 .
scant, of another world...”
English names, too, English places, English books—these too v/ere
more real to nis cnilaish senses and intellect than those of his own
country. London and Piccadilly and the Green Park, r.indsor ana Rich-
mond and Gudbrook helu a cnarm for his attentive ears that Nev; York
and Albany, Fort Hamilton and New Brighton could never have. The mag-
azines from England
—
The Charm , for instance—even smelled different
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from iuBerican ones. The odor seemed to convey an "atmos^^here” his
atmosphere, he was beginning to feel.
One day he stood just outside the partly-open door of his father's
study, Where he could hear tne voices of the two men within. Through
the crack he could see a table, piled high with his father's "papers,”
a volume of Swedenborg, a copy of the Horth American Keview , and be-
side it, in the easy chair, the profile of a man, a great stout man,
his white hair like a cloud in the afternoon sunlight. The little
boy pressed his ear close to the door, thrilling to the sound of the
visitor's voice, absorbing not only the tone, but the English in-
flection of the words. Perhaps he moved the door a fraction, for sud-
denly the huge man turned in his cnair and glimpsed the hovering child,
clad in a tight-fitting jacket, brass-buttoned from the neck, with a
starched white collar.
"Come in, little boy, anu show me your extraoraiiiary jacket J "
Henry shook vvith shyness, but he felt compelled to enter. As
he approached uhe guest, his uimidity nas not abated by the friendly
hand the great man laid on his shoulder. Lfnccmfortabiy he raised his
eyes to those of his inquisiLor.
"iUid is Lnis tiie comii;on uniform of ooys of your age and class?"
The nervous chilu, now acutely self-conscious, murmured a re-
sponse, a.nd the man chuckled.
"Were you to go to England, you know, you would be aadressea as
' Buttons . '
"
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The little boy smiled feebly and £:lanced at his father, who, ap-
preciating his son’s discomfiture, dismissed nim with a nod, axia Henry
1 .
fled from the room.
The white-naired visitor was Wllxiam ivlakepeace Thackeray. It was
Henry's first meeting with tne celebrated auihor who, with Dickens,
had alread;y begun to form his literary taste. He knew their England
—
the England of Phis and Cruikshank and iir. Pickwick and Pendennis and
Punch—far better tnan he knew ihe America of Fdp Van Winkle or Deer-
slayer or Diedrich Knickerbocker, ind now, at the age of eleven, he
had met Thackeray and been made to feel "somehow queer." Later, he
was to undersiand the visitor's amusement.
Henry was influenced, too, oy his father's attitude tovvard the
"solutional nurope." In 1649, Henry James Sr. had written to Emerson;
"These things look expensive ana iemporary to me, besides being
an additional care; and so, considering with much pity our four stout
boys, who have no play-room wiuhin doors and import shocking bad manners
from the street, we gravely ponder whether it -wouldn't be better to
go abroad for a few years v«;ith them, allowing them to absorb French and
German and get such a sensuous education as tney can't get here.'* 2.
In 1666 the James family moved to Europe for a visit of three
years. For the first tiiiie since his babyhood, Henry rode through the
>
London streets in ihe box of a carriage. But now, as he watched the
I
passing scene, it was as if he were watching the pages of Dickens come
i,
to life. Unremembered, it was yet astonishingly familiar. And how
I
he drank it in ! As he wrote in later years, "There are London aspects
II
I
1. Incident adapted from James; A Small Boy ana Otners . pp. 67-68.
j
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which, Eo far as tiiey s-oill touch me, after all the years, touch me
as just sensible reminders of this hour of early apprehension, so pene-
trated for me as uo have kept its ineffaceable stamp. For at last
1 .
v/s haa come to Europe , . .
"
And Paris J It was a few days later that the little boy stood
on a balcony overlooking the Rue de la Paix. Perha,ps his brothers
and sister were witn him—Henry was only conscious of the star-filled
suirtmer sky above and Paris below. His absorption of the scene was
an active physical process; he was ea.ting, he was drinking, he was
feeling 6.na breathing "the whole perfect Parisisjiism 1 seemed to my-
self always to have possessed mentally ,, ,and that now' filled out its
frame or case for me from every lighten winaow, up and down, as if
each of these had been, for strength of sense, a word in some immortal
quotation, the very breath of civilisea lips," k. It was so right, so
exactly as he h^h conceivea it to be. He wanted to cry out to his
family, to anyone who could hear, to himself, "I told you so I I told
k,
j/ou so ! "
There were castles, and provincial country inns, ruins anu old
villas; there was a woman laboring in the fields, aressed in a black
‘Z
bodice, a white shirt and a red petticoat—a "peasant in sabots";
there were the Louvre and Luxembourg; there was France, and it was
4 ,
ail tnat it had been in areams, ImvI then the "incomparable ov/itzeriand,
"
1. Op. cit., James: A Small Boy -tnd Others, p. k76
k. Ibid., p. 260
o. Icid., p. k64
4. ibid., p. 292
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the long, giistenlcig aiiles of snow, the emerald valleys, the blue of sky
and lake; Switzerland before the huge hotels, the hordes of tourists,
of the time when American, English, Russian and German met in Geneva
in frienuliness and Sj^oke each other’s tongues. Then London for the
winter, early Victorian London, and the Tower and Madame Tussaud's and
St. Paul's and the Abbey and the Zoological Gardens. It was a "world
1 .
of costume," where the postmen vjore military-red coats; ffiilkrworaen
carried pails swinging from their shoulders ozi wooden yokes; footmen,
carrying staves, rode behind the carriages of the rich. Cruikshank's
sketches came to iife, but so did Hogartn's, in ohe filth and poverty
of vhe back streets.
The Jameses virtually commuted between London and Paris during
those three years, the years in which Henry caught, irrevocably,
inevibablj/, the "European virus',' a germ of -which he could never rid
hiiuself . V*hat a s'accesEion of impressions -were crowded into his
sensitive mind during that sojourn in the old world IThe process of
"taking in" never sto^iped, the "accumulating" within his mind of the
myriad pictures nis senses took. Some were merely fragments, but so
richly' colored were the^r’ that they formed a kaleidoscopic portrait
of his romantic v.orld.
Listen to one of the images he portrays; here is old Paris re-
incarnated ;
i. Ibid., p. dOb.
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"Vfhat association coala nave oreauhed more from tne queer graces
and queer incoiiunoaities alike, from tne diffused glassy polish of
floor and perilous staircase, from the reaundancy of mirror ana clock
and ormolu vase, from tne irrepressibility of the whiue and gold panel,
from that merciless elegance of tense red damask, above all, which made
the gilt- framed backs of sofa and chair as sumptuous, no doubt, but
as sumptuously stiff, as uhe brocaded walls?" 1.
And of one region of the Ciiamus-Elysees
:
"Ihe splendid avenue ... Carried tne eye from the luileries to the
Arch, but pleasant ola places abutted on it by the way, gardens and
terraces and h^els of another time, ps.vilions still braver than ours,
cabarets and cafes of homely, almost dusty ruralism, spreading away
to the River and the Vifood. Anat ¥»rab one Jardin d'Hiver, a place of
entertainiflent standing quit-e over against us axid tnat looped itself
at riignu wioh lioCie colored oil-lamps, a mere twinkling grin upon
the face of pleasure?"
^d tnere vvyre briefer glLmpsesj bne puslic holiday of the Prince's
baptism ax, Notre Dame, tne fete of Saint-Napoleon (later described
in Zola's Eugene Rougon) , the v^ralks along the Champs-Elys/es, to the
left bank and the Rue de Seine—walks which had a mystic futurity
about them, a promise tnat here, not in anierica, lay the destiny
of Hsiiry Jojues. The streets, the air, the very buildings seemed to
speak to hijc; he walked along the F^ue ae Tournon and stopped before
the Palace, listening to its message;
"les, small staring jeune hcmmc, we are dignity and memory’- and
measui-e, xiot to mention strong sense, ooo; for all of wnicn gooa
tnings take us—you won't find one of tnem '..hen you find (as you're
going to begin to at such a rate) vulgarity." 5.
There were tne Cafe Foyot, the "elegant" Tuiieries, the wood-
cuts of Gavarxii and Graxxdvilie, of Henri-rilonnier, the Paris museum
of contemporary ^^irt. iurid there were the Palais loyal,
1. Ibid., p.
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of Paris,” and the public playbills of the theatres of the boulevard.
After a year in Newport, the Jaweses returned to Geneva for the
winter of 18o9-1860. At the age of sixteen, after his brief, unpleasant
experience at the Institution Rochette, he entered the Academy, where
he follov.ed a literary course vvhxch w^^s more to his liking than the
scientific curricula he had just left. He was able to wtuider at Vifill
tnrough the Genevan streets, exploring the beautiful city. "The queer
crooked silent corners behind cathearals wrought in tneir way for one,




After a year at Bonn, where Henry's imagination was quickened
by a taste of German, and the literature of Goethe and Heine (al-
though not nearly as much so as it was to be ten years lat-er, when
he first crossed the alps inuo his beloved Italy), it was decided
to return to araerica, in order that william, might study art uxider the
distinguished Ttilliam Hunt.
The first part of the ureaaed return trip took the brothers through
Strasbourg, where they cnanced to share a carriage with a pair of
footmen and a lady's maid, movixig for the September season to Homburg
or Baden-Baden with the entourage of a pretty young marquise. The mar-
quise seemed to him an example of "happy privilege at tne hignest pitch,"
5 .
and to "exhale from ;'.far...the scented air of the Tuileries." How-
ever, William and Henry listened to ohe unending chatter of the ser-
1. Ibid., p. '6b2,
2. Op. cit., James: Notes of a Son and Brother , p. 7
5. Ibid., p.55
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vante with aiflazeaient ; £o these were the props which sustained the so-
called "great" houses. Without vulgarity, then, there could be no
nobility; cheapness must accompany gx'eatiiess. This glimpse ol the
merry, carea-fcr aristocrat, and her shrill, chattering maid, the
latter so necessary to the prestige of the former, made Henry realize
for the first time that the reigning society of Europe, which he had
unconsciously taken for granted, was not the iaealized nobility ne
had imagined. The decadence of tne upper strata was becoming apparent
to nim. let the very contrasts presexited here were so different from
the relative homogeneity of New lork, of America; dia not the very
complexity of the oraer offer fertile ground for the imagination?
It was in Newport, the residence of Huixt, that the James family
elected to settle. Newport seemed to be the only, the inevitably
right place for the newlj/ repatriated group. It was a haven for those
who were afflicted with the quality of detachment, the "effect of
1 .
detachment" being "the fact of the experience of Europe." Although
there was absolutely no remedy which could permanently cure Henry,
the possibilities of "hibernation' which Newport offered vvere a balm
to the helplessly disconnected family.
During tne ensuing nine ye-^rs, ivhen Henry was at Harvard Law
School and later v/orking with Howells on The Atlantic Monthly, his
idea of a possible return to Eur-ope was ever growing. In loS8, the
journey to Europe "ceased to look positively and aggressively im-
k.
possible." Three months later he landed in Liverpool for a year's
1. Ibid., p.o7
Z. Op. cit.. The Letters of Henry James ; Vol. I. Quoted in Preface, p.ll.
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stay on the continent, a year wnich again whetxed his ap^;etite for the
olu world. Upon his return t,o the United States he developed the "wish,
1 .
the absolute sense of need, to see Italy again." He v/rote that
"It's a complex fate, being an Merican, and one of i/he responsibilities
2 .
it entails is fxghting against a superstitious valuation of Europe."
Perhaps his own valuation WcS not a superstitious one, but by 1674 it
had conquered his doubts concerning whether or not his duty was to re-
main in America^ The sixth sense of Henry James, nis sense of Europe,
predominated, and ihirope became his home.
Upon his return to London in 186b’, the city ceased to have the
story-book aspect for him that it had had during his adolescence, but
its charm was hardly di/ninished. n few davs after his arrival he felt
as if he had lived a year in the "murky metropolis," so permanent
had been the impressions of his youth. He felt suddenly comfortable
and at home, as he had never felt in Bostoxi or even New York. He
wanted to "plant his restless feet into the rich old soil and absorb
4 .
the burden of tne misty air," Light years later this feeling of
"beloxigixig" had xiot lessened.
And yet uq had formed fe.v friendships, oxily superficial acquaintanc
He considered that, with his American and European background, he had
become cosmo^olitixi, and to be cosmopolitaxi 'was to be alone. His
position in the city 'which had become his home was chiefly^ that of
1. Ibid., p. 12.
2 . Ibid
• , p . lo
.
o. Ibid,, Letter to Alice James., p, 16
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of observer, and indeed at first he observed aucn. But as the yeaxs
passed by he felt that his acute faculties of perception were becoming
dulled by the increasing familiarity of the place. He met a German
one day (in 1869) who said:
"Oh, I know nothing of tne English. I have lived here too Icng^-
6wenty years. The first ye&r I really knew a great deal, but I have
lost it J " 1.
Henry James felt that the German haa expressed nis state of mind.
Or perhaps he only liked to think of hiaiself that completely acclimated
actually, he was inveterately American, ciud was to remain so, whether
he chose to or not—the "saturation" had not oaken place. He was never
a thoroughly naturalized briton, although at times he claimed to be.
He did, however, know his England thoroughly enough so that he
quite lost his earlier romantic view of it. He felt, as his years in-
creased, that he must "continue to do, or half-do, England in fiction."
It was certainly the place he knew best, perhaps because he remained,
in spite of himself, an outsider. He wrote that aS America receded
farther from his mina, Engla-nd grew clearer. Too, he had been treated
more cordially by the English, and for several years had failed in
his own country, by 1904, his life in England, at Lamb House, had
been deliberately dull, Reading took the place of experience, and
he cherished his peaceful hours at home in his library. He thought
of tne country of his choice as "this wonderful little attaching old
1. Ibid., Letter to Grace Norton, 1879; p, 69
2. Ibid., Letter to Kov/ells, 1890; p. 166
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England," and it was there that he always returned with a sigh of com-
fort and relief.
When Henry James decided to make his permanent home in Europe in
1675, his first intention had been to settle in Paris, It was here
that he had expected to fixid the literary life which wouia be most
stimulating, with which he would have the strongest affinity. Con-
sequently he took rooms at 2b hue de Luxembourg, believing that he
was at last on the threshold of a career in "glittering, charming,
civilized Paris." This illusion was soon shattered. Despite his ac-
quaintance with the literary giants of the chantry, Zola, de Mau-
passant, the de Goncourts, Flaubert, Alphonse Daudet and particularly
the great Turgenieff, he soon began to feel that it was not here that
t-he ijnerican could "saturate" himself with the atmosphere of the old
world. Current French thought was nou congenial to his; it seemed
to exclude outside influence, to be sufficient unto icself. The writing
of these men, these arch-naturalists, soon palled on James; he was
even then selective, discriaiinating, absorbed with style. He dud
feel at first that he had "struck roots in the Parisian soil... it is
a very comfortable and profitable place, on the whole. . .especially
2 .
on its general and cosmopolitan side." But in 1876 he was, once and
for all, settled in Engiand, having become thoroughly satiated wxth
Lhe Frenciimen he had formerly admired. He considered the hierarcny
of French autnors "finished, besotted mandarins, and their Paris...
^ •
their celestial Empire."
1. Ibid., Vol.II. Letter to itrs. John L, Gardner, Ibll, p. 156
2. Ibid., Letter to Howells, 1676 (Vol.I)
5. Ibid., Letter to IVilliam James, lb&9, p, loo
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It was Italy, alone, whose charm never diminished for him, Vflien
he was twenty-six, he received from Rome the same beautifully romantic
impression that Paris had given him when he was a child of eleven, but,
perhaps because ne never really lived there, tncit impression was never
altered. He wrote, upon his first visit to the Eternal City;
j|
"At last—for the first time—I live ! For the first time, I know
what the picturesque is,,. even if I should leave Rome tonight, I should
f
feel that I have caught une keynoae of its operation on the senses." 1,
:j
He had seen the Coliseuia, the Pantneon, uhe E’orum, Saint Peter’s,
bhe Castle of Saint Angelo—piazzas ana ruins and monujnents. He had
|! 2
seen His Holiness driving tiirough the streets in "prodigious purple state
and the Tiber, and the Column of Trajan. It was anciexit history and
j
romance and beauty and civilization, it was "the old enchantment of Rome,
^ •
(which) steals over you and possesses you." He had for Italy "an un-
4
.^
speakably tender passion," ana saia of it that "its infinite cnarm and
I
interest are one of ahe things in life to be most relied upon," He
|l visited the country almost every year, ana its magic never failed him.
Venice, Siena, Florence—they had an elusive atmosphere, ana an ex-
" quisite charm which Hew York, Boston, London, even Paris could never
approximate. When he was there he never wanted uo leave, but the
I
Italian air uras too attenuated bo live and work upon. It seemed to
revive him, however, wnen he became so acclimated to England that he
felt the need of escaping. And Italy provided the perfect refuge
—
1* Ibid., Letter to Williaiii James, 18CP, p, 24,
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it seeired to be only here that he could recapture his youthful ability
to assimilate those glowing, richly colored impressions which fed his
aesthetic sensitivity. As the years passed his affection centered more
upon Venice than Rome, as it changed less. It seemed divine to him,
the region of uhe Canal Grande a paradise. Home and Florence, by 1907,
had become, to nim, vulgarized, but Venice became by contrast ever
more lovaole. He could be quiet bhere, as at Lamb House, and the
"Parisian high pitch, haute elegance, general glittering life and
conversation; the strain of keeping up with it all and mingling in
1 .
the fray...” seemed tedious ana exnausting. The country remained
2 .
to him, until the end of his life, his "loved Italy."
But in 1905, Henry James v/rote:
"Lurope has ceased to be roman bic to me, and my own country, in
the evening of my days, has hecome so..." 5.
1. Ibid., Vol. II. Letter oo Bdwara nee Chiide, l9Gb, p. 121
Ibid., Vol. I. Letter to b^dame Paul Eourget, 1905, p. 410
5. Ibid., Lame letter, p. 411.
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CHAPTER IV
AMERICA
America had not been romantic to Henry James as a
child. His first recollections of his own country were of the
"simple freshness. .. its pure breath, at our Infantile Albany."^
Infantile. Was he speaking of his own infancy, or that of the
city? Later, he was to conceive the land of his birth to have
been, at that time, indeed yo\ing and unformed. How different,
that conception, from "glittering, charming, civilised Paris."
He remembered New York: the family home on 14th
Street; the smell of "cold dusty paint and iron at the rails
of the Eighteenth Street corner; "2* walking down Broadv/ay from
Union Square to Bamura’s American Museum; the Clarendon Hotel,
typical of the New York of other days; the brov/nstone houses
between Fifth and Sixth Avenues. He remembered the old
University Building in Washington Square, "throbbing with more
offices and functions, a denser chiaroscuro, than any reared
hugeness of today;" exhibitions of pictures on Broadway; the
3 .
office of the "tremendously respectable dentist," with its
1. A Small Boy and Others , Henry James, p.4
2. Ibid., p.25
3. Ibid. , p. 63
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back-issues of Godey * sLadies Book on Warren Street; the taste
of the accessible peaches in the Albany garden. Were these
impressions to charm the Imagination of Henry James?
And yet such an imagination as his could find romancej
he knew not how, in the "queer empty dusty smelly New York of
midsummer. •• the rank and rubbishy waterside quarters, where
big loose cobbles, for the least of all the base items, lay
wrenched from their sockets of pungent black mud and where the
dependent streets managed by a law of their own to be all Cornells
and the corners to be all groceries; groceries indeed largely
of the 'green* order, so far as greenness could persist in the
torrid air, and that bristle, in glorious defiance of traffic,
with the overflow of their wares and Implements. Carts and
barrows and boxes and baskets, sprawling or stacked, familiarly
elbowed in its course the bumping hack... while the situation
was accepted by the loose citizen in the garb of a freeman
save for the brass star on his breast—and the New York barb
of the period was... an immense attestation of liberty."' *
Perhaps it was because "the squalor was a squalor wonderfully
mixed and seasoned. .. the whole Impression. .. that of some vast
succulent cornucopia. What did the stacked boxes and baskets
represent but the boxmdless fruitage of that more bucolic age
of the American world.
1. Ibid., p. 69-70
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But America was still, to James, "bucolic." And he
was an urban child, at ease as he roamed Broadway, unfamiliar
with the lass-populated areas of his country. The great West
was to him more foreign than Europe, and had he known it, vast
stretches of prairie could hardly have had for him the appeal
of crowded London streets. The unexplored, uncultivated
wealth of his native land held no lure for him--his was not the
spirit of the pioneer. He sought, rather, civilizatlon--civil-
Ization in its most perfected form--and that was not to be foim<L
in the United States. Atmosphere was, to him, the breath of
life, but it was the atmosphere of the Old World, not the New
which stimulated him: not the Rockies, but the Alps; not the
waters of the Mississippi, but the Seine; not the acres of
Middle-Western wheat, but cultivated gardens in Versailles.
The westward expansion after the Civil W^r had no
effect on the lives of the James family, who Y/ere, by the
Autumn of 1865, settled in Boston. Henry had come in the
autumn of '62 to attend the Harvard Law School, and now his
family joined the eldest sons. So many of their friends—the
Emersons, the Lowells, the Nortons-- composed the inner circle
of New England's giants, that the Jameses were at once ab-
sorbed into that "seated and rooted social order" of which
Boston was more expressive at the time than any other American
city.
I
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Of far more importance than his academic pursuits at
Harvard were his over-all impressions of the old New England
scene he found the re--the Norton woods in the orange and
scarlet of Pall, the "vague golden November and the thick sug-
gestion of the room where nascent ’thought’ had again and again
piped or wailed"^* remained always in his memory. "it was as
if one’s sense of ’Europe’ sufficiently sure of itself to risk
the strategic retreat, had backed away on tiptoe just to see
how the sense of what was there facing one would manage without
it..."^* As he viewed his surroundings, always observing,
always detached, aloof from them as if they were a painting
seen through glass, he was conscious of the "American" scene
before him; as if he were on foreign soil, and were saying to
himself, "This, then, is America." His classmates merely
peopled the scenes; rules of composition required their
presence, as their presence required a background. He was
"with all intensity taking in New England,"’^* absorbing it
with all his senses. So he looked, and felt, and let his
imagination color what he saw, and remembered. He was for the
first time in "presence of matters normally, entirely, con-
ti4sistently American, and New England vms becoming much more
1.
Notes of a Son Sc Brother , Henry James., p. 331
2. Ibid., p. 331
3. Ibid., p. 350
4. Ibid., p. 303
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than a name. Cosmopolitan Newport had not been as wholly
American as Cambridge. New York, rapidly becoming to the
United States what London was to England and Paris, to France,
was still not as consciously "American" as Boston. The latter
city nearly satisfied his urban personality: it seemed to him
to be uniquely urban and uniquely rural at the same time; a
city of history, a town of contrasts. "There was in the ex-
hibition at its best distlncly a savour--an excellent thing
for a community to have, and part of the savour was... the
breath of the fields and woods and waters, though at their
domesticated and familiarised stage, or the echo of a tone
which had somehow become that of the most educated of our
societies without ceasing to be that of the village."^*
It was an aloof area, this New England, sufficient imto Itself,
snobbish perhaps, isolationist“-"New England unabsorbed and
unreconciled..."^* It all splendidly represented his redis-
covered America— the Common, Beacon Hill, the Park Street
Church, the Boston Museum (then a theatre, lacking the courage
to call Itself one), the Charles. In this capital of
Eastern culture, he began to become fiercely American, as he
had never been in his early youth, and began to see nothing
but beauty and vigor wherever he looked.
1. Notes of a Son & Brother, Henry James, pp. 351-352
2. Ibid., p. 352
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It was while the Jameses were residing at Ashburton
Place that Henry received his first earned wage, twelve dollars
from the North American Review , then edited by Charles Eliot
Norton, for a brief piece of literary criticism. Afternoons
at the Norton home in Shady Hill, in the sun-filled library,
were among his most cherished memories of New England days.
It was at Ashburton Place, too, that the Jameses first re-
ceived the news of the Lincoln murder, and of the death of
Hawthorne. Hawthorne, v;hose ”Wonder-Book*' and "Twice-Told
Tales" had been among his childhood favorites, was Henry’s first
proof that an American, writing exclusively about America, to
all appearances kno?/ing and caring only about America, could
truly be an artist; and it v;as he whom Henry early tried, un-
successfully, to imitate.
In 1866 his parents settled, for the rest of their
lives, in Cambridge. William was attending the Harvard
Medical School, then associated with the Massachusetts General
Hospital. There ^vere trips to Swampscott in the siiramer (the
only American "country", save Nev;port, Henry had ever known),
but the rest of the family remained at home, and at last the
old urge to cross the sea returned to the young writer. His
hunger for Europe, dormant for a little while, was reasserting
itself and gradually becoming a gnawing pain, and by 1869 he
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Now began a conflict in his heart which was to rage
constantl7/ for six uncertain, tormented years, and recur, les
violently, throughout the remainder of his life; the v;ar be-
tween his undeniable affinity for the Old Vvorld and his in-
herent patriotism and love for the New. In March, 1369, he
wrote to his mother:
The truth is that the face of things here
throws a sensitive American back on himself- -back
on his prejudices and national passions, and benumbs
for a while the faculty of appreciation and the
sense of justice.'* 1*
But in October of the same year he wrote of his
fellov/ Americans, who apparently felt those same "prejudices
and national passions":
There is but one v/ord to use in regard to
them--vulgar, vulgar, vulgar. Their ignorance--
thelr stingy, defiant, grudging attitude toward
everything European--their perpetual reference of
all things to some American standard or precedent
v/hich exists onl77’ in their ov;n unscrupulous wind-bags--
and then our unhappy poverty of voice, of speech and
of physiognomy-- these things glare at you hideously.
On the other hand, we seem a people of character , we
seem to have energy, capacity and intellectual stuff
in ample measure. What I have pointed at as our
vices are the elements of the modern man v^rith
culture left out. It’s the absolute and incredible
lack of culture that strikes you in common travelling
Americans ... They (the English) have manners and a
language. We lack both, but particularly the latter...
I have seen some nice Americans and I still love my
country."
The Letters of Henrj’’ James, Percy Lubbock, Ed., Vol.I. p. 19
Ibid., p. 22.
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Henry was twenty- six when he v/rote those words, and
until he v;as thirty-three he v/as unable to reconcile his in-
compatible opinions. He spent those years traveling from
the one continent to the other--returning to his native land
in June of 1870, crossing again in two years v;lth his sister
and aunt, visiting his beloved Italy, when they left after six
months, until the Autumn of 1874, v;hen he wrote:
‘'But pity our poor bare country and don’t
revile. England and Italy, with their countless
helps to life and pleasure, are the lands for happi-
ness and self-oblivion. It would seem that
great unendowed, unfurnished, unentertained
entertaining continent, where
as it were, the very earth of
ought to have leisure to turn
from the very heart of simple
in our
and un--




But Henry James was not the man to do the job, for
after an American year in 1874-5, he v/as drawn, as if by the
force of gravity, to the place of v/hich he had written to
Howells in 1873:
"V/hat is the meaning of thi s destiny of
desolate exile--this dreary necessity of having month
after month to do v/lthout our friends for the sake of
this arrogant old Europe which so little befriends us?"^*
So it was not a happy decision, this final choice be-
tv;een his homeland and the country he finally adopted. There
v;as cowardice and courage in it: the former because, in his
1. The Letters of Henry James, Percy Lubbock, Ed., Vol. I.
p. 37
2. Ibid., p. 34.
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heart, Henrjr v/as afraid of his country, afraid of its vastness,
its tremendously growing power, its new, yet-untested strength,
its ruggedness, its vigor, its enormous, terrifying potentlali-
ties--whlle Europe represented the world he knev; best, a narrov;
world, perhaps, a world of tried-and- true values, of manners,
of proved taste, of culture, whose standards changed, if they
changed at all, gradually, almost imperceptibly, a civilized
world; the latter because, brilliant and clear-minded as he
was, he could anticipate the accusations of unpatriotism, of
snobbery, the probable financial loss and Injury to his repu-
tation which would (and did) follow, and yet v;as able to re-
linquish his home, the friends, the country he loved for what
he knev; was--inevitably and rightly--hls destiny. It v/as the
most important decision he was ever to make- -heartbreaking,
but t remendous
•
In 1882 the occasion of his mother’s death brought
him back to New England. Despite the sadness of the event, he
was happy to be home again; the course of his life now clearly
set, he could relax and enjoy his visit to his birthplace. He
could bask in the delicious v/armth of his nf^tive sun undis-
turbed by nagging doubts, receive the homage of his countrymen
("Daisy Miller," published four years earlier, had won him a
measure of popular acclaim), and be impressed by the "extra-
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ordinary grov/ing, swarming, glittering, pushing, chattering,
good-natured, cosmopolitan"^city of New York, comfortable in
the knowledge that he would soon return to his "black and
horrible and delightful" old London.
And so the years passed. England was now truly his
abode, but his old affection and dimly-aching homesickness for
America would always persist. He worried over the American
outbreak over the question of the Venezuelan frontier--from a
distance of three thousand miles he felt the split betv/een the
East and the V\fest, a cleavage between what he considered "one
civilization and a barbarism." ’ He v;as deeply concerned about
the rife jingoism in the States--the threat of aggression alwayi
alarmed hlm--and the accession of Theodore Roosevelt to the
Presidency after the assassination of McKinley in 1901 intensi-
fied his fear for the 'welfare of his country. His continuing
love for her was poignantly expressed when, in a letter to
Mrs. Cadwalader Jones in 1902, he v/rote:
"I kind of make you out, ’down there'
I mean in the pretty, very pretty, as it used to
be, Nev; York Autumn, and in the Vi/ashington Squarish
region trodden by the steps of my childhood, and I
wonder if you ever kick the October leaves as you
walk in Fifth Avenue, as I can to this hour feel
myself, positively smell myself doing. But perhaps
there are no leaves and no trees now in Fifth Avenue
—
The Letters of Henry James , Percy Lubbock, Ed,, Vol. I. p.99
2, Ibid., p. 243.

nothing but patriotic arches. As tor Hotels, and
Vanderbilt palaces..."^*
And to William Dean Howells in the same year:
"Your visit to Cambridge mades me yearn
a little. . .Did the ghost of other walks (I'm told Fresh
Pond is no longer a Pond, or no longer Fresh, or some-
thing) ever brush you with the hem of its soft shroud?"^*
His yearning grew, and at last at the age of sixty-
one, for the first time in twenty-one years, he again visited
the United States. He had by now developed the kind of infatua-
tion v;ith the idea of America that he had had earlier toward
Europe, and he began to feel that if he did not grasp the op-
portunity of once again seeing it, it might never again come.
Too, he had long since grown to think of England and America as
a "big Anglo-Saxon total," and wished to absorb fresh impres-
sions of his native half of the whole while he was still
capable of grasping them clearly. So he did return, but, though
prepared by W'llllam for the phenomena of change, his land was as
strange to him as if he had been British-born. True, the New
Hampshire fall, its "golden September weather," held a remembere^L
beauty; Nev; England farm cooking was again a delight to him;
New York was still "appalling," and Boston still had "quality
and convenience." But the rest of his own country, most of
which he now saw for the first time, was indeed a Nev/ World.
1. The Letters of Henry James , Percy Lubbock, Ed., Vol. I. P.402
2. Ibid., p. 409
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His visit to Florida was his first experience in the
Tropics, and of it he wrote (to Mrs. VJ. K. Clifford in 1905):
"...The very south tiptoe of Florida,
from which I came three days ago, has an air of
molten liquid velvet, and the palm and the orange,
the pine-apple, the scarlet hibiscus, the vast
magnolia and the sapphire sea, make it a vision
of Yevj considerable beguilement . . .
”
Despite that glo\¥ing description, perhaps more impres-
sive to him v;as the venerable age of the city of St. Augustine,
and the 16th Century Spanish Fort and tiny old Spanish cathedral
front. He cared little for the vastness of the scenery, the
myriad hues of the flov/ers either in Florida or California. He
had always, a little shamefacedly, cared infinitely more for
rare architectural marbles, and although struck by the raging
beauty of acres of color, the fresh oranges and olives, the
quiet, comfortable charm of Lamb House did not for a moment
forsake him. Particularly in the mighty cities of the Middle
"^/i/est did he long for the mulberry tree in his garden; Chicago
Y/as a colossal cit?/ by a colossal lake--and seemed to him col-
ossally ugly. The Lenox countryside, seen from the Vi/harton’s
automobile, seemed charming and quiet by comparison, but he
was glad, after an absence of eleven months, to return to his
house at Rye. Of his American tour he wrote to Paul Harvey in
1906:
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"...I found my natlre land, after so many
years, interesting, formidable, fearsome and fatigu-
ing, and much more difficult to see and deal with in any
extended and various way than I had supposed. .. It is an
extraordinary world, an altogether huge 'proposition*
as they say there, giving one, I thinlc, an immense
impression of material and political pov/er; but almost
cruelly charmless, in effect, and calculated to make
one crouch, ever afterv;ards, as cravenly as possible,
at Lamb House, Rye- -if one happens to have a poor
little L.H.jR., to crouch in*.."^*
Yet, after three more years of absence, he could
write to V/llllam (in 1909):
"The very smell and sentiment of the
American summer's end there and of i^llce's beautiful
'rustic' hospitality of overflow^lng milk and honey,
to say nothing of squash pie and ice-cream in heroic
proportions, all mingle for me with the assault of
forest and lake and of those delicious orchardy, yet
rocky vaguenesses and Arcadian 'nov/heres' which are
the note of what is sweetest and most attaching in
the dear old American, or particularly New England,
scenery. It comes back to me as with such a magni-
ficent beckoning looseness--in relieving contrast to
the consummate tightness (a part, too, oddly, of the
very wealth of effect) pays d' ici .
"
It v;as after the death of L'illiam on August tvi^enty-
seventh, 1910, Henry James journeyed for the last time to his
homeland, v;here he spent the year 1911. Again the "great and
glorious American fact of v;eather" failed to ameliorate his
chronic homesickness for his foggy English home, so he returned
to the welcoming privacy of his little Lamb House garden, sur-
rounded protectingly by the crumbling brick wall, never again
to see the v/lld, beautiful, terrifying land of his birth.
1. Letters of Henry James. Percy Lubbock, Ad. , Vol. II. , p.48.
2. Ibid.,p. 155.
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But his renunciation of his country was not yet com-
plete, for soon began the series of events which v/ere to ter-
minate in the second great decision in Henry James’ career.
Or perhaps it v/as only a delayed extension of the first, for it
was a more emphatic restatement of his belief in that civiliza-
tion which he had long ago sought, and found, across the Atlan-
tic.
The German Invasion of Belgium affected him pro-
foundly, for in it, and the atrocities which followed, he
foresavv' the demolition of the vrorld of taste, of culture, of
gentility which he so loved, the abandonment, in short, of
Idealism to barbarism. He sav/ the war as a struggle betv;een
Good and Evil, and England’s part in it as" a Holy Crusade.
England represented Right; he seemed not to see that the recent
history of nationalism, militarism, and imperialism could only
end in war, and that guilt must in some measure fall upon each
of the participants. Everything he esteemed was in danger of
being devoured by a cruel and bloodthirsty enemy, and he felt
the debacle as personally as if he had been in the front lines
across the channel. The sinkings of neutral ships and iimerican
cargo boats--even though the crev/s were saved--struck him as
Infamous acts which merited immediate reprisal, and he began
to feel a sinking sense of shame that his own countiy merely
protested them, albeit vehemently. He v.’rote in 1915 to Mrs.
V.llliam James:
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"...Mr. Roosevelt is far from dear to me,
but I can'^^Jr not agree v/ith his contention that the
U.S.’s sitting dov/n in meekness and silence under
the German repudiation of every engagement she
solemnly took with us, as the initiatory pov^er in
the Hague convention, constitutes an unspeakable
precedent, and makes us a deplorable figure.”
So at last, in 1915, still many months before the
American declaration of v;ar, he took the step which severed
his nominal tie v/lth the United States, and became a naturalizec.
British subject. But there was no covi'ardice in this decision;
it was a public affirmation of his belief in a cause, v/hlch,
right or wrong, the United States had not yet espoused. He
was doing what he, a men of seventy-two, could, to fight for
civilization.
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HSHRY JAMES'S PUiCE lA AiiiEKICixN
LITiiifuiTtJKii
Henrj' Jaraes was born into the Romantic Period of American literature,
a period which extended, roughly, from the War of 1812 to the War for
Southern Independence. It was a time when American literature, as
well as the American nation, was developing its own characteristics,
its own style, a certain individuality independent of foreign influ-
ence—was, in short, growing from infancy to adolescence. It re-
mained for his own generation to bring it to maturity.
The romanticism of the time, ho'wever, haa its roots abroad.
V.'hile wo were emerging from the influence of the Puritans, Europe
wTas, follo'wing Rousseau, shaking off the shackles of Ibth century
classicism. Sentiment held precedence over sense j radicalism vtfith-
stood reason. Prose authors ana poets returnea to naoure and to the
past. Democracy became fashionable; humanitarianism was expressed in
Lhe many movements for reform. The doctrine of initation gave place
00 the credo of xndividuality , ana iaealism supplanted realism.
Freedom, mysticism, passion, imagination pervaded the literature of
the era, ana fourid Lheir philosophical basis in the Critique of Pure
Reason of Immanuel Kant. It was this work v.hich, transmitted to the
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foundation of New England TranscendentalisiJi naif a century later.
i^i/hrle Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley ana Keats wToue poetry.
Lamb and Haalitt essays, and Jane Austen and Sir Walter Scott novels
typifying the prevalent romantic outlook in England, across the
channel in France, Rousseau and Victor Hugo, and in Germany Schelling,
the Schlegel brothers, and above all Goethe were furthering the new
philosophy. It was inevitable that it should next cross the Atlan-
tic to the young United States.
When it reached these shores, however, certain of the charac-
teristics of romanticism were modified to suit our unique national
life. We haa already achieved democracy, for example, so the apirit
of radical social revolution was missing from our native prose and
poetry. Our writers, like their European contemporaries, succumbed
to the lure of the past, but our past was not as uistant as theirs
j
•we couia go only as far back as Cooper's idealised "noble savage,"
or Irving's old New York, Poe ana Irving tried their hands at Gothic
tales, and there were a quantity of plays dealing with the foreign
and the long-ago, but our authors were most successful when tney
dealt with the material at hand—the frontier, the sea of Cooper,
Melville, and Dana, and the peculiarly American brand of humor which
pervaded every part of our unsophisticated national life. Still
we suffered from a sense of artistic inferiority, a feeling that we
were"country cousins" to the cultivated Europeans—a national state
of mind which the absence of international copyright laws, placing us
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leviate. Too often sentiment took the place of honest passion; too often
surface morality was substituted, for human depth; the aosence of astute
critical opinion encouraged our authors to write to the level of un-
discrxminating popiilar taste.
Even our national ideals, formulated at about the midale of the
century by the boay of idealistic men and women knovni as the Trans-
cendentalists, had tneir origin abroad. They were a mixture of Orienta 1
philosophy, the tenets of Kousseau and Fourier, and the German Kant.
It was in America, however, that they achieved the unity and coherence
’.vhich were to be the basis of the first truly American literature
—
literature which could unashaitedly take its place beside that of the
elder civilizations. The intellectual achievements of Emerson and
Thoreau, of ftilliam Ellery Charming, Bronson Alcott and Margaret
Fuller established the cultural supremacy of the East, a tradition
n'urtured by tne accomplishments of Longfellow, 7rnittier, Holmes,
Lowell and Hawthorne, V/hile Dickens, Thackeray, Meredith and George
Eliot were writing tneir novels in England, New England was at last
producing worthy rivals to challenge the long-established superiority
of the Mother Country
Then came the war.
The consequences of such a conflict as this canaor be realized
until we see them from a distance. The suffering and grief caused
by the war itself, t.he emancipatxon of the slaves, the political up-
heaval, the westwara expansion, the widespread and rapid industrial-
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the facts. But what did the war and its aftermath do to the thinking
of t/he people? As they changed froja na'ive, provincial ex-colonists,
pioneers, frontiersmen, farmers, to city-av/e±lers, factory-workers,
captains of industry; as they acquired wealth and education; as they
traveled, read, bought pictures; what was happening to them inside?
Was the innate character of the American people changing, or Just
t-heir external appearance? The answers to these questions cannot be
found in the newspapers of the times, or the maga.zines, for the re-
porters and Journalists were too close to their contemporaries to be
able to be completely detached observers. Still less can they be
found in the writings of foreign visitors, who, although sometimes
trained, like Dickens, in the ways of human behavior, found it dif-
ficult to see beneath txie surface; for, like cnildren, we were guilty
of "showing off" to conceal our shyness. Wo, the answers must be
found in the american literature of the post-war period, surveyed
after a period of years, so that prevalent trends may be discerned,
and compared, and weighed; and after this has been done, what do we
find? We find that during these years which followed the Civil War
—
indeed, from 16u5 until the next great war in 1&14, the American people
were becoming mature. They were not changing fundamentally; their
qualities of independence, of inventiveness, of native shrewdness
and underlying honesty did not diminish. But they were growing
up.
The adolescent striving toward maturity is in a difficult po-
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sition. He perceives tne knowledge, the wisdom, the poise of his
parents and tries to emulate them, but his youth and lack of experience
make his efforts seem luaicrous to the verj oxies he imitates. So
he defies them, cries aloud for independence, for the respect of his
elders, and yet is unable l.o assume the responsibilities which would
entitle him to be treated as the Jiicin he so earnestly wishes to be.
Before his companions he struts and boasts, pretending to knowledge
and experience beyond his years, but in the presence of authority
he quaiis again, recognizing, ^^erhaps subconsciously, that he is not
yet complete, that there are values still beyond his grasp. So he
day-dreams, and in his imagination possesses those qualities of
secular sophistication he admires.
But it is when he awakens from his dreams and faces his short-
comings squarely j when ne realizes that, whatever his youthful at-
tainments have been, there are qualities he still lacks j when he
sees realit;> unveiled and begins at last to know himself; then he
begins to attain adulthood at last.
So it was with the American people, and the recora of their
emergence is partly to be found in the w'ritings of Henry James. He
watched them struggling to come of age; he stood apart and observed
their eager atteiripts to grasp the culture of ohe old world, their
rebufis at tne hands of those they secretly enviea, tneir pathetic
efforts to devour at a single sitting tne fruits of centui-ies of
foreign tradition. He watched tnem at nome ana he watchea chem abroad.
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and he described them for posterity with understanding and irritation,
with sympathy and exasperation, with aamiration and pity, and above
all with accuracy. For James was a realist,
Jhen, in the middle '60 's, James was beginning to contribute
to the north American Review and fhe AtL-tUtic Monthly . a trend to-
ward realism was already observable in American literature.
As before, the new literary movement had begun on the Continent,
Baxzac hadwritten his Comedie Humaine; Gustave Flaubert, the ue Gon-
courts, Daudet, de Maupassant and Zola were extending realism to arch-
naturalism, Si^aring nothing in their "experimental" method of depicting
life as it is. From Germany, where the Coimnunist Ivianifesto had been
published in 1647, the philosophies of Hegel, Schopenhauer and Hietzsche
crossed the channel and were read by Carlyle ana George nliot (who
was to have her own influence on James), and later by Karay, Gissing
and G, B. Shaw. The Russian trio, Tolstoi, Turgenieff and Dostoevski,
extended the realistic beginnings made by Nikolai Gogol. England,
where the prevailing morality of tne Vj.ctorian Age gave much of its
literature a didactic tone, contributed Darwin's Origin of the Species
in 166D, which, promulgated b^ xiuxley, cegan to infuse a spirit of
doubt and criticism into complacent mnglish minds.
In America at the end of the war the Machine Age and its conse-
quences, pessimistically anticipated by Rousseau, were undermining
the idealistic romanticism of the early decades of the century ; the
triumph of democracy was heralded by wait /Thitman; tales of tne fron-
tier seeped into Boston, the stronghold of the "genteel tradition";
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a native American drama was developing j v/ith the growth of transpor-
tation and communication sj/steme, nationalism was replacing sectional-
ism; and in 1866, the United States Consul in Vierma returned to this
country and joined the staff of the Sew York Sation .
His name wasWilliara Dean Howells, and his importance in iwnerican
letters can hardly be over-emphasized. In his own novels, sketches
and plays he typifies the right-vtfing realism of the last half of the
century, conservative, provincial, selective, limited by the standards
of his own environment, as an editor and critic, he influenced and
encouraged such diverse authors as Mark Twain, Hamlin Garland, Stephen
Crane, Frank Norris, Booth Tarkington^and his good friend Henr;v James.
Although as an inheritor of the strict morality and sentument of
his Puritan ancestors he failed to delve deeply into the motives of
his characters, he was an accurate reporter and a sincere advocate
of truth, AS Jaflies himself saia of him, in a letter to Charles
Eliot Norton in 1871:
"Howells edits, and observes ana produces—the latter in his own
particular line with more and more perfection. His recent sketches
in the Atlantic , collected into a volume, belong, I think, to very
good literature. He seems to nave resolved himself, nowever, into
one who can write solely of what his fleshly eyes have seen; and for
this reason I wish he were 'located* where they would rest u^ion richer
and fairer thing's tnan this immediate landscape. Looking about for
myself, I concluae that the face of nature and civilization in this
our country is to a certain point a very sufficient literary field.
But it will yield its secrets only to a really grasoing imagination.
This I thunk Howells lacks. (Of course 1 don't I) To write well and
worthily of American things one need even more than elsewhere to be
a roaster . But imfortunately one is less ! "
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Although it wt'.s his friendship with Kowells v/hich launched him
as a contributor to the Nation and the Atlantic . and encouraged him
in later years when his popular appeal was small, James’s literary
beginnings were based on other models. He began as an imitator of
the great Nathaniel Hawthorne, v/hose Twice-Told Tales had been part
of his childhood reading fare. It was the fact that Hawthorne, al-
most alone in his time, aealt with the inner problems of human beings,
whicn made him appeal to young Henry’s probing mind, but more important-
ly it was his ability to blend his characters, his plot and action, his
descriptions and his underlying theme into a single unified impression,
for here he fulfilled one of Jameses major tenets, expressed in his The
Art of Fiction , that a novel, despite Ils length and multitude of
component parts, should be an "organic whole."
The combination of imagination and objectivity which he found
in Honore Balzac, whose writings had been introduced to him by the
conversations of John La Farge, also had its impact on James, although
the sheer size and variety of tne Comedie Humaine , begixming as it
dia the realistic trend in France, might account for its profound
influence throughout the western worla. It is possible that it was
the touch of mysticism, of romance v/hicn atx-racted James, for it was
these qualities v/nich v^ere missing from the naturalists of the next
generation, whose "ferocious pessimism" and "handling of unclean tnings" *
repelled James.
< Lubbock; The Lebuers of Henry James . Vol.I. Letter to Howells, 1884, p.l05
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He respecLed the nonesty of these left-wing realists, their in-
telligence axid their courage. Too, he beiievea tnat "ahe air of reality"
was "the supreme varaue of a novel," ^ But James was an artist, ana
as such felt that selecoion Wcis an important part of ccmpositicn, al-
though selection must be both typical and inclusive. He believed in
taking notes, many notes, from which to choose a fe',/ to be aeveloped.
Form mattered to him, nearly as much as fact, axid he could not feel,
with the experimentalists, uhat a novel should be a sociological
case-study—indeed, not fiction at all.
Thackeray, George Eliot, Turgenieff, all played their parts in
James's conception of what the novel should be. He learned from them,
their contemporaries, and tiieir predecessors
j
he read ana absorbed
the contributions of the world's best thinkers and story-tellers.
Yet he was intensely original; his acute observation, profound per-
ception ana native intellectuality encibioU him to surpass his former
ffio-sters, ana at last bring the American novel uo x,he level of a true
art form.
Of what did this art consist? Hhat mc^de his contribution dif-
ferent from that of his contemporaries, ama in many ways unique? i/'vhy
hc*5 his popularity grov/n steadily greater iii ihe ye^rs since his
death, while that of many of his own generation of v^riters, acclaimed
in their own Lime, has aeclined?
First, his "realism" was a happy medium between the stark, clinical,
unabashed re^orLing of the French naturalists and the somewhat timid,
Henry James; The xirt of Fiction . Reproduced in The James Family ; F. 0.
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prettified, narrow ap-.roach of Howells. He said, "The only reason for
the existence of a novel is that it does attempt to represent life," *
3^et he realized that fiction, no matter how truthful, cannot ^ life.
He knew that a story must be make-believe, yet he believed that "...the
air of reality (solidity of specification) seems... to be the supreme
virtue of a novel—the merit on which all its other merits. . .help-
1 .
lessly £ind submissively depend." The "air of reality" his works
certainly had, and more; as a psychologist he was able to probe into
the hearts and minds of human beings, and thereby achieve a profundity
beyond the scope of the experimental novelists. Inner truth seemed
to him more important—indeed, more real—than material facts.
Moreover, he brought into the realistic literary atmosphere an
/
element which Sdouard Manet had already introduced to painting
—
a theory called Impressionism.
Webster's New International Dictionary defines the idea under-
lying the practice of impressionism as "the necessity of rendering
the irmnediate sense impression of the artist, apart from any analy-
sis or any study of the characteristics an the objects represented,
other them their external appearance." It follows that in literature,
it would mean "the depiction of sceiie, emotion or cho.racter with
broad simplicity ana little attention to detaxl." In other words,
the end of art, in either form, is the "rendering of inunediate sub-
jective impressions."
^ Op. cit., p. 5o4.
l.Ibid., p. 360.
r ^
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According to this definition, James was not an impressionist, any-
more than he was an experimentalist because he asea elements of na-cural-
ism in his writing. He simply utilized those aspects of impressionism
whicn contributed oo his artistic purpose, and modified them to suit
his needs. He was extremely impressionable (if that word can be used
without connoting naivete), and hyper-sensitive, as we h->.ve seen.
It is probably safe to say that all of his fiction sprang from his
intense impressions. Too, he fulfilled tne end of art, as uecreed by
the impressionistic school. But it is unlikely that the words "broad
simplicity and liitie attention to detail" will ever be applied to
the writings of Henry Jc:.mes, His 'vfork is complicated, filled with
detail, witn careful and minute analyses, and deep wisdcm.
One or two examples of his method wila. illustrate how far his
impressionism went, and wnere it stopped.
The As pern Papers , one of his finest snort novels, concerns a
young man's efforts to uncover some uripublished letters, the "literary
remains" of the famous unerican poet, Jeffrey ASj.--ern, jealously pre-
served in Venice by his no'w-aged mistress, Juliana. Posing as a dis-
interested lodger, he tries to reach the old lady's secret tnrough
her plain, dull niece, i.iiss Tina, only to meet v/ith tacit disapproval
of his prying from booh. At last, upon tne death of the once-beautiful
Juliana, the precious letters are burned, one by one, by her uncom-
promisingly honest niece.
The germ of one stoiy was a report James heard from John Sargent
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vvas still alive there. He also heard that an ’’ardent Shelleyite," a Cap-
tain Silsbee from Saleni, had entered her house as a boarder to try to
find some written remnants of the romantic poets.
James, believing that "the minimum of valid suggestion serves
the man of imagination better than the maximum," ^ Ytraited to hear
|
no more. The rumor was enough to set his creative energies in motion.
He moved the scene of the drama from Florence to Venice; he transformed !
E.yron into the American Jeffrey Aspern; he invented hiss Tina, a
pivotal character in the novelette; he dealt searchingly and com-
pellingly vTith the problem of artistic "rights" pitted against human
decency. Yet he leaves the reader w'ith the feeling: that he has cap-
tured something of the old romantic atmosphere, that he has seen
"the fiiial scene of the aim Shelley drama... in the very theatre of
our modernity." *
His fajiious tale of immieasurable and unspeakable horror. The Turn
of the Screw , serves even better as an illustration of his ability
to convey an impression he himself has once received, for here his
1 .
avowed purpose was "to make the reader’s general vision intense."
He had heard a story of the ghosts of some wicked servants who rstufned
to ’get hold' of the two small children of the household, and from this
fragment created one of the greatest tales of mystery and evil—a com-
bination of tne supernatural and an obscure sensuality—in world literature.
•'Quoted by Philip itahv, ed.. The Great Short Novels of Henry James
ITev/ York. Dial Press Inc. 1944., p. 466
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But while he only hints at the morhidity of the spirits' designs, the
story is fnr i'rorii simple; it is actually a stuay in abnormal psychology.
Every action, every brief conversation or bit of description suggests
terrifying possibilities beneath the surface of the episode. James
-was infinitely thorough; he had a solid understanding of his material
before he presented it, but he did not draw diagrams for his reader.
As he said of this story;
"»vhat, in the last analysis, had I to give tne sense of? Of
their being, ohe haunting pair, capable, as the phrase is, of every-
thing—that is of exerting, in respect to the children, the very worst
action small victims so conaitioned might be conceived as subject to...
Only make the reader's general vision intense, I said to myself... and
his own experience, his ovvn imagination. . .will supply him quite suf-
ficiently with ail the particulars. Make him think the evil, make him
think it for himself..."
Thus James received an impression, let his imagination dwell upon
it, explored its possibilities, amplified and developed it, molded
it as a sculptor molds clay, and at last succeeded in rendering his
"immediate subjective impression." So far, then, was James an impres-
sionist.
In James's 'writings, tnen, we find a bleiid of those eaements of
realism and impressionism 'whicn time has shown to be enduring, coupled
with an innate knowledge of modern psychology. These qualities can,
however, be found in very mg degrees in other authors of his day,
wnose novels still lacked artistic merit. Ja.mes's critical ability-
enabled him to elevate his mature work to the level ©f true art.
•«Loc. oit.
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In The Art of Fiction Jumes discusses the importance of criticism
to art when he says:
ij
I "Art lives upon discussion, upon experiment, upon curiosity, upon
variety of attempt, upon the exchange of views and the comparison of
;
standpoints .. .The successful application of any art is a delightful
|l spectacle, but tne theory too is interesting; and though there is
Ij
a great deal of the latter without the former I suspect there has
' never been a genuine success that has not had a latent core of con-
viction. Discussion, suggestion, forniulaticn, these things are fer-
tilising when they are frank and sincere."
' Yet it must be remembered that there was no formal criticism of
I the novel until tne time of James's own gexieraticn. Until then,
^ even during the literary' reign of Dickens, Thackeray^, George Eliot
and Meredith, the writing of fiction was not classed with painting,
poetry, architecture or music as a.n art form. There ?/as abroad, as
James expressed it, the "comfortable, good-humored feeling. . .that
a novel is a novel, as a pudding is a pudaing, and that our only
business v.'ith it could be to svfallow it."
j
Even the novelists themselves did not take their medium too serious
ly, but instead usea it as a vehicle for transmitting moral propaganda.
They' crusaded for reform through their stories, and if tney' dwelt
searchingly upon the problem of siii, tney w'ere equally concerned with
its v.'ages. This didactic attitude prevailed in iimerica from The
Scarlet Latter throUf.> Uncle Tom's Cabin and Hov/ells ' s A Modern In-
stance; and in England from Pamela : or . Virtue ^iewarded through
Oliver Twist . The same purposeful manner can even be found in the
pessimism of Zola and nis clique.
Even worse, some of them were likely to take the reader into
Op. cit., iwatthiessen. The James Family , p. 364.
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their confidence in an aside ana cheerfully admit that what was being
relaued was, after all, jUst a story, and neither author nor reader
need take it too seriously. Fielding was guilty of this in the great
Tom Jones . Trollope actually offered to alter his uales to conform
to his public’s desires. This practice struck James as a "betrayal
of a sacred office, "*a£ execrable in Trollope as it would be in the
historians Gibbon or Ma.cauley.
He believed that one could no more write a moral novel than paint
a moral picture; that "questions of art are questions (in ohe widest
sense) of execution; questions of morality are quite another affair."
Ke demanded only that a novel be sincere, but even this he qualified
7jith the statement;
"There is one point at v.hich the moral sense and the artistic
sense lie very near together; that is in the light of the very ob-
vious truth that the deepest quality of a work of art will al¥»ays be
the quality of the mind of the producer. In proportion as that intel-
ligence is fine will the novel, ahe picture, the statue partake of
the substance of beauty and truth, lo be constitutea of sucn elements
is, to ray vision, to have purpose enough. Ho good novel will ever
proceed from a superficial mina; that seems to me an axiom which,
for the artist in fiction, will cover all needful moral ground; if
the youtnful aspirant take it, to heart it will illuminate for him
many of the mysteries of ’purpose.’" 2.
One need only read The Portrait of a La-dy . written three years
earlier, in 1&&1, Lo find James’s theories of the art of fiction ex-
emplified. In this novel he had brought his particular style to
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which Matthiessen terms his "major phase." Dealing with an American
girl, Isabel Archer, traveling in Europe in search of that inaefinable
thing called "culture," it typifies the subject niaLuer which recurs
in different, forms tnroughout James's work, the characteriaation
through subtle conversation and inevitable ratiocination. His heroine
is charming, na'ive, inquisitive, and, unlike her preaecessor Daisy
Miller , intelligent. In nurope she finds those relics of antiquity
which her homeland lacks, but pays the price of her innocence when
she marries the decadent Gilbert Osmond. The novel is a study of
Lhe exploitation of a joung girl's inexperience by avaricious and
cynical worldlings, and her grovfth into a resigned, disillusioned
woman who yet manages to retain her native digniay. Each incident,
no matter now apparently slight, eacn fragment of conversation and
description of gesture, the relationships between individual characters
contribuae ao the portrait of the lady; the novel is "a living thing,
all one and continuous .. .and in each of the parts there is something
of each of the other parts."
James has been called a "realist" and an "impressionist,"
but he has rarely been termed a "romanticist." Admittedly this would
not be an adequate description of the man, as we have seen; but the
romanticism in his novels must not be ignored, for it is as pervasive,
as inescapable, as are hrs theories of artistic form.
But "idealism" is an antonym of "realism," and is one of the
cutstandiiig attributes of "romanticism." Furthermore, the oerm
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"romantic" is, in literary parlance, commonly contrasted rtith "realistic."
Can we, then, call James a "romantic realist"?
Henry James did not expect life to offer perfection; he saw
things as they were, not as they should be, Md we have seen that
in his conformance to truth—that "true truth "5<- which his father had
instilled in him, arid which had little to do with "facts"—he was a
realist.
Yet, as a man of imagina-oion, he was a "seeker after beauty."
It was, in fact, his search for beauty which led nim to Europe, and
we have only to glance at his reminiscences of his early travels,
written in his seventieth year, to see that Europe was, to him, the
embodiment of romance.
Hote this x^assage from A Small Eoy and Others ;
",..wy contemplative rest at the ancient inn, with all the
voices and graces of the past, of the court, of the French scheme
of manners in general and of ancient irms, had prepared me not a
little... for what was meant by the vie de province—that expression
which was to become later on so toned , as old fine colour and old
fine opinion are toned. It was the romance of travel, and it was the
suggested romance, flushed with suppositions and echoes, v;ith impli-
cations and memories, memories of one's 'reading,' which bristled
with every kind of contradiction of common experience," 1.
In this single excerpt v?e find several romantic elements; vivid
imagination, a love of the past, the foreign, the unknown, the mys-
terious. wTio will deny, then, that Hernry James was that apparent
paradox, a "romantic realist"?
Still we must subject him to the ultimate critical test, that
* Op. cit., James; p.
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of "liking” hi& art. He hiiD&elf said that before #e juage an artist
we must say to him;
"Oh, I grant you your starting-point, because if I did not I
shoulu seem to prescribe to you, and heaven forbid I should take that
responsibility. If I pretena to tell you what you must noo take, you
will call upon me to tell you then what you must takej in which case
I shall be prettily caught. Moreover, it isn't till I have accepted
your data that I can begin to measure you, I have the standard, the
pitch; I have no right to tamper with your flute and then criticise
your music. Of course I may not care for your idea, at all; I may
think it is silly, or stale, or unclean; in which case I wash my
hands of you altogether. I may content myself with believing that
you will not have succeeded in being interesting, but I shall, of
coui'se, not attempt to demonstrate it, and you will be as indifferent
to me as I am to you. I needn't remind you that there are all sorts
of tastes: who can know it better? Some people, for excellent reasons,
don't like to read about carpenters; others, for reasons even beuter,
don't like to read about courtesans, wiany object to Americans. Others
(I believe they are mainly editors and publishers) won't look at
Italians. Some readers don't like quiet subjects; others don't like
bustling ones. Some enjoy a complete illusion, others the conscious-
ness of large concessions. They choose their novels accordingly, and
if they don't care about y>-our idea they won't, a fortiori , care about
your treatment." *
To grant James nis " starting pjoint" (as Van Wyck Brooks did
not) we must accept nim as an expatriate, a aifficult thing for an
American no do. But we must realize his motives for leaving his coun-
try, and t-nose tnings of the spirit for which he longed. In l&SO he
wrote to Howells:
"I sympathize even less winh your protest against the idea that
it takes an old civilization to set a novelist in motion—a proposition
that seems to me sc nrue as to be a ti-uism It is on manners, customs,
usages, habits, forms, upon all these things matured and established,
that a novelist lives—they are the very stuff his work is made of;
and in saying that in the absence of chose 'areary and worn-out
parap)hernalia' which I enumerate as being wanting in ijuerican society^,
'we have simply the whole of human life left,' you beg (to my sense)
tne question. I should say we had just so much less of it as these
same 'paraphernalia ' represent, ana I think they represent an enor-
*0p. cit., t^tthiessen, p. 563-064
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irious quantity of it. I shall feel refuted only v;hen v.-e have produced
(setting the present high company—yourself and me—for obvious reasons
apart) a gentleman who strikes me as a novelist—as belonging to the
company of Balzac and Thackeray." *
These "dreary ana worn-out paraphernalia" 'were to him tne breath
of life; and we must accept them if we are to accept his "starting
point .
"
If we assume his data, we must, assume the fact of the cultural
immaturity of the majority of ionericans at the tijne in which he lived,
and recognize that his own family background was one of worldly
experience and intellectual achievement, we must acknowledge that
we as a nauion were young and provincial, that \/e made mistakes, and
ask ourselves if we can censure James for seeing and regretting them.
And we must admit, in fairness, that "his quarrel with his native land
1 .
was a lover's ouarrel," and that his absence from it .made him realize
2 .
his deep tenderness for his home. Indeed, his treatment of Europeans
is frequently harsher tnan that he metes out to his compatriots
j
he almost invariably grants moral superiority to his countrymen.
Then, oxice we accept his "idea," ao we fina io "silly, or stale,
or unclean"? Are keen observation, accurate analysis of human nature
—
and for these we must give him credit—any of these things?
And last, do we find him "interesting"? If we can reply in the
affirmative, the works cf Henry James offer unlimited rewards.
Op.cit. Lubbock, Vol. I. pp. 72-73.
1. Op.cit., liahv. Intro, p. viii.
2.
For example; Ik'r. Giovanelxi in Dais.> .'<.iller ; the Bellegardes in The Ameri-
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A great deal of scholarly material has already been
written on special aspects of the work of Henry James. A
definitive biography is missing, but because he was a nan
of thought rath r than actijn, only he himself was capable
of v/riting that. Is there, then, any necessity for "An
Introduction to Henry James"?
Although the acclaim he has received from fellow-
authors, scholars and critics attests to his stature as a
groat novelist, Henry James has never been a "popular"
v/riter. He has been considered "difficult," preocc pied
with form, and limited in subject matter. And what casual
reader of a James novel will turn to the many authoritative
v'orJrs on James to Increase his understanding and appreciation
of the book? Yet some knowledge of James's world, his life,
his mind and the literature of his time is necessary if
the render is to enjoy his works.
The Civil '- ar v/rs the gref t event of the cent ry
into v/hlch James was born in 1043. Altho gh he was not
a participant in the struggle, James co Id not escape its
effects--the rapid Ind s trlallzatlon of his co ntry, the
westward expansion, the amassing of huge fort nes, and
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IIthe appearance of a new class in America, This "society,
the newly rich, and their groping search for the culture v/hi
their native land did not provide, provided much of James’s
subject matter,
James’s family and education had given him the c Itural
atmosphere v/hich the majority of his countr:.Tnen lacked.
Henry J mes Sr, was a scholar, a philosopher rnd a man
of means, and believed in a sens ous, rath r than a prac-
tical, cd cation for his sons. Caring always for vir-
tue rather than success, he sent them from school to schooj.,
from CO ntry to co ntry, permitting them th freedom to
educate themselves by absorbing a variety of Impressions and
experiences.
It vms when lie v/as only tv^o that Henry received his
first "sense of Europe," a sense which was to be strength-
ened by his contacts with Europeans here, and reinforced
bv his yo'-ithf"! European travels. It was a sense encouraged
b" his rordlng and by his education abrord, and it was
never diminished except when, after he had made his per-
manent homo at Lamb House, Rye, he had Infrequent swells
of homes iclmess. It was in Europe that he was able to
find the ancient, established civilization v/hich, he felt,
enabl' d a novelist to thrive: mann ‘rs, customs, habits,
forms--those veiyr qualities v;hlch w re lac’ilng In his
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It was the contrpst between age and youth, betv/een
experience and Innocence, which was James’s chief sub-
ject matter. How did he manipulate his material in order
to raise it to the level of tr e art?
Before the time of his own generation the nov 1 had
not been considered an art form, in a class v/lth poetry,
music or painting. Even its practitioners had not taken it
seriously, but freq' ently used it as r- vehicle for moral
propaganda. Too, txhe absence of competent criticism,
and, in America, of copyright laws, encouraged novelists
to write to the level of 'neducated popilar taste.
The literary movements in Ararrica--the homantlcism of
the period betv'eon the war of IBl? and the Civil V*ar,
mid-century Transcendentalism, and the Realism which began
to be felt F'bo- t 1865, were adapted from trends v/hich had
beg-un abroad.
The ertistipF of Honr-^ James st' ms from his ab'llty to
criticise the literat re of the past and of his cjntemp-
oraries, and select those aspects of it whicn suited his
purpose; imagination and mysticism from tho Romantics,
and realistic observation from the Hat ralists c pled with
the subjectivity of Impress I mlsm.
The anomaly of Henry James is that one cannot knov/
James ntll on- has read his works, yet cannot appreciative-
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Undoubtedly a genius and a man of enormous Influence in
th' world of letters, he offers too much to even the cfumal
Tv rder to go unread* The purpose of this thesis is to pro-
vide an introdi ction to Heni^r James v/hlch will help the rea-
der to approach James In a more receptive frame of mind,
and assist him to find the personal meaning that James can
have for every individual.
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